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This study is dedicated to the students in my classes
in folklore at Morehead State University, who have
found for me many.of the ballads of the Floyd County
School bus disaster; to Mary Griffie Caudill, a good
friend and a fellow student of folklore; and to the
memory of the twenty~six Floyd County school chilqren·
and their school bus driver who perished in ~he disaster.
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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

I
I

!' .

This study represents my first fieldwork in folklore.
:

Because of the kindness of many individuals--students, 'fellow,
faculty, librarians, and those connected with the disaster-·.

many aspects of the study have gone well and smoothly.

Looking

backwards, other aspects of the study should have gone better.
The trial-and-error method is a great but unforgiving P,receptor.
· making
·
My intention is that what I have 1 earned in
t h'isI stu d y
I
I shall put to good and hard use in other endeavors.

The study became "the study" only during the last two years.
Until 1978 I had been merely curious about a disaster ballad
'

pertaining to a school bus wreck south of Prestonsburg) Kentucky,

i
in 1958.

When folklore students brought me recorded copies of

two different ballads of the school bus disaster, neither of

curio~ity. besystematic ~tudy and

which was the ballad I had in printed form, mere
came close scrutiny which, in turn, became
broadcasted interest.

Morehead State University and its Faculty Research· committee
granted me a sum early in 1980 to help me finish reseakch,· travel

I

to interviews, and make multiple photocopies of the results.
this aid and interest I am most appreciative.

For

!{'

I•

Recorded History of the Floyd County, Kentucky, School 'Bus Disaster·
This section of the study is a capsule history ofithe
Floyd
I
.
.

I

County school ·bus disaster as reported in local and national ··
I

print media.

The print media consulted are the Floyd CoU:nty·:··
'.

(Kentucky) Times, the Louisville Courier-Journal, the New-York
Times, Life, Time, and National Parent-Teacher·. ·· Rarely if 'ever

I

;

is there coverage of the disaster in print media outside the Floyd
County Times that is not to be found in the FCT itselfl

I

hen~e ·~y

almost exclusive reliance on FCT for this portion of the study.

I

Much of the coverage of the disaster in FCT, a

-. .

we~kly p~per

i'

published in Prestonsburg, Kentucky, was written by two men:
Henry P.

I

(Buck) Scalf (who later received a meritorious serv1ce

I
'
award for his reportage of the disaster) and Norman Al:len,
publisher and editor of FTC.

Mr. Scalf died in 1979, and' M~. Al.len

remains publisher and editor.

Unless otherwise ~oted, all dates

and page references in parentheses are to FTC during J.!95!L

I
]

Shortly after 8:00 a.m. on Friday, February 28, ]958, northbound Flo¥d County school bus #27 struck the left real o~ a
wrecker on U.S. Route 23 at Knotley Hollow near Lance,, Kentucky,
three miles south of the bus's destination, Prestonsb~rg.

The

I
driver, John Derossett, had apparently steered left inI an attempt
I

to avoid colliding with the wrecker.

After the collision, the
f

bus continued its swing to the left, teetered briefly Ion the
edge of the southbound lane, 1 and plunged down a 50-foot-plus

I

1 rt was later reported, correctly, that before the bus
plunged down the embankment it also struck the left rear. of
an automobile parked off to the side of the southboun~ lane
of U.S. Route 23.
[
'

'

3·

'

embankment into the rain-swollen Levisa Fork of the Big Sa.ndy.
,I

River (3/6, p. l; 3/13, p. 4) .2

i.{

Of the estimated 47 studE;lnt;.s on

i . '. '

board, 26 and .the driver went down with the bus.

The other'21

I.

I

.

'.,"

managed to escape through the rear emergency door of the··bus
'

and either swam or were helped to safety. 3

The location' of the

submerged bus was not discovered until after noon on

S~nday,

March 2.
in~i

Throughout the first day of the disaster, some 2000

viduals gathered along the river's banks to watch and wait.,
Floyd County Judge Henry Stumbo was placed in charge of recovery
efforts.
Frida~

Rescue workers were organized locally; and later on

Ashland Oil and Refining Company and the U.S. Cprps of
I

Engineers sent divers to the scene.

The divers were later

I .

joined by U.S. Navy frogmen and U.S. Coast Guard personnel.
I

'

U.S. Army helicopters and land vehicles of various. sorts
'
.

verged bringing supplies and equipment.

.con~

The Red Cross established

a canteen at the site early on Friday (3/6, p. 1),
Almost immediately boats of all sorts were on the river
searching for the bus as individuals built fires along the banks
of the Sandy to warm themselves. Grappling hooks were fashi9ned
by welders on the highway above the river, and a barge

w~s

moored

2 Life Magazine reported the water's depth at ·30 f eet (March
1
10, 1958, p. 46).
The Louisville Courier-Journal repo~-t;:ed.that
normally the Levisa Fork of the Big Sandy River would have been
only two feet deep (March 1, 1958, p. 1).
j·
.
3There is some disagreement about the number of children who
escaped the· bus. Although 21 is the number referred tb by FCT. in
various issues March through June, 1958, qnly 20 name~ of survivors
are reported in the March 6 issue .. The May· 22 issue, 1howe;rer,
reports that various school children were called upon 1~!3 witnesse.s
in the official probe of the disaster. Of those called upon., two
children testified whose names do·not appear on the March 6 list
of survivors.

. .

j

1

...

4

in the river for divers' use.

State police, county po~ice, and

h~l,Piin

members of Co. B, 364th Engineer Battalion joiried to
.

I

the searcp, tu direct traffic, and generally to maintain order
i

(3/6, p. 1).

. ·.'

.

On Saturday, March 1, Judge Stumbo appoipt.~d;

u,s.

Coast Guard Lt. John Mundy to be in charge of the search operations.

U.S. Representative Carl Perkins and Gover~or ~· ~·

Chandler visited the site Saturday afternoon, and the Govefnor
pledged the total resources of the State to aid in recovering
victims' bodies.

Lighting devices for night wqrk were· brought

in by the "Glow Worm" unit of the 23rd Artillery Corps ·from
Lexington, Kentucky (3/6, p. 1).
At 12:53 p.m. on Sunday, March 2, a diver spotted the body
of one of the victims some 200 feet downstream near the opposite
bank from the point at which the bus had entered the water.
body had apparently floated free of the bus.

The

Almost immediately

divers discovered the submerged bus lying on its side !in fairly
shallow water about 250 feet downstream and on the opP,osite bank

.I .

from the bus's entry.
two bulldozers.

Divers attached cables to the
bus. and
to
.
..
.
•

At 3:25 p.m. the bus emerged, and by 1:30 it

was pulled ashore with the help of a third bulldozer.

Fourteen

more bodies including that of the driver were recovered from the
bus.

Twelve children's bodies were still.missing as·Jf S.unday

evening (3/6, p. 6) as 3000-4000 people watched the oJerations

I
from the river's banks (3/6, p. 6; p. 8).
By Sunday night searchlights totaling 80 million candlepower were in use on the river (3/i3, p. 8).
installed a net across the river at the West

National- Guardsmen

I . . ..
Prestonsburg Bridge
I

(two miles downstream from the accident); two more nets spanµed

I

•

. ~ :·

;. 5
1-

the river at West Prestonsburg and one at Van Lear

(3/~3,

p,.l).
'

.-

Rainfall Sunday and Sunday night caused the river to rlse another'

I'. -

two feet.
(

'·

i _. ,
'

On Monday, March 3, dragging operations continued)',

Th!il;-·

Th~

current of the river was measured at 18 mph (3/13, p. 8),

--'

sixteenth body was recovered about a mile downstream from ·the;
accident site, and four more bodies were found on Tuesday an;d
. '~

'

~·'

Wednesday, March 4 and 5, leaving the bodies of seven :i;;hildren
unrecovere9 (3/6, p. l; p. 3).
Five hundred National Guardsmen were billeted in two co4nty
schools with Brig. Gen. J.

s.

Lindsay in charge.

~00

More than

boats were involved in searching the river,·half from nearby
Dewey Lake and half privately owned and operated (3/13·, p. ·1).
i

Floyd County School Superintendent V. 0. Turner w~'s. named
Chairman of the Prestonsburg Schoolchildren Recovery Committee.
'
'
The Committee was organized to work in the same ways
-were_ the
.
1 Guar d smen
Nationa

( 3 I 20, p. 1 ) .

. .
Joining
t he

J~
I opera
- t 'ion

recover~

were over a hundred men from Eastern Tennessee and an unspecified
number from Sandusky, Ohio.

The Red Cross continued its ~ork,

but the number of National Guardsmen dropped from a hJgh of about

I.

500 to 176.

Although the Guardsmen were billeted at the Prestons1

burg High School gymnasium, the combined high school

and

elemen-

tary school resumed classes on Monday, March 17 (3/20j p. 6)"

I

-.

Floyd County Courthouse personnel joined in the recovery

I

effort on Friday, March 28.

Recovery workers searched the river

I ..

as far as Catlettsburg, some 65 or 70 miles north on the Sandy.

l

The searchers were joined on Saturday, March 29, ·by
Morristown and other Tennessee communities.

6l

.

men from

l·

.,

The Guardsmen were
I

.

•

6
'

scheduled to ·leave on Friday, Marqh 28. (3/27, p. 1), b'.ut

~oye+'nor:

Chandler ordered them not to withdraw from duty (4/3, I•P·

l)•:A.

Mr.

Graham Burchett, director of civilian

.

I

'0.r

.

oper?tions--

recover,~
1 •

I

of the Prestonsburg Schoolchildren Recovery Committee,: appealed
.,,
''•
for volunteers to man the bridges as night watchmen.
County Board of Education and the Prestonsburg

ThEi·Floyd
'•·

J?isast~f

· Commi'ttee
'
(directed by Burl Spurlock) jointly offered a reward
of
for
.
'·_, $1000
. ,,,. .
.
'

;'

'"

each body recovered in hopes of encouraging more Volunteer participation.

The Guardsmen on duty,

reduce~

to 91, were fu+the;r

reduced to 34 by the end of March (4/1, p. 1).

Possibly '.as a

result of finding two more bodies on April 8 and 9, the

numb~r

of Guardsmen on duty was increased to 70 (4/10, p. 1).

The Coast

Guard base in St. Lou'is, Missouri, sent twenty outboa;i:-d motors
for use, and various outboard motor manufacturers sent ten m9re.
'I

'

With the number of missing victims reduced to five, Graham
I' ,.
Burchett still sought volunteers.

I

Two more victims were found on April 11 and 16, and the

.

I

25th victim's body was recovered from the Sandy on Aprit 23.

.

I

..

The $1000 reward was frequently refused by those wpo lecoyered
the children's bodies.

The 26th victim was found on April'3'0;

I

and on May 10, 71 days after the accident, the last of 'the missin<;J
children was recovered from the river.
left Prestonsburg on Tuesday, May 13.

I

The National Guardsmen

I

FCT reported that "Disaster-,

ridden Floyd county [sic] now lives with its memories." (5/15, p. 6)
4Apparently a few local citizens complained that ta¥ l)loney
was being wasted by keeping the Guard in PrestonsburgJ to· J1elp re-,
cover children's ·bodies (May 9, 1980, interview with·jV· O. 'l'Urn!'lr, ·
now teaching at Pikeville College) •. Mr. Turner and o 1thers ,spoke · ·
to the Governor and asked that the Guardsmen remain in·~i;estonsburg,
The Governor complied with their request.
.
<.,·

·~

::·

•

...

7

I

I .

.From the time of the accident
until • after
the
last
chil.\i 1 s
•
•
•
' ,·
1 •
~

body was recovered, cooperation, useful help

~n
'

~

~

suppl~ee ·
thefp~~iic. at

.terms fof ·.

and aid of all sorts, and supportive sentiment by
large were the rule.5

~

I

"

•

Financial aid for the expenses ·of'recovering·
i

.'

victims' bodies. and for their funeral expense:;> . came fro!!\ all· over .
the United sta"tes and, occasionally, beyond. 6

~y

.May 14,
. 'the
,,:·. funds
'

received by the Prestonsburg Schoolchildren Recovery comm,ittee
stood at about $55,000, ~!though that total had been greatly depleted by funeral expenses and reward money (5/15, p. 1) .:.

fn

addition, the Floyd County Bar Association offered advice
and
;
·, '
legal aid gratis to the families of the victims ( 3/13, p. 1 ). and
represented them in settling with insurors.
The causes of the accident are unknown.
clear, visibility good, and the pavement dry.

The weather was
John Derossett

did not suffer a heart attack as some people suspected (an autopsy
was performed on Derossett by Dr. E. N. Thorsness of PiikevillE),
Kentucky) •

The road surface was reported to show no skidmarks
I
.
from brake pressure. 7 Brake or steering failure was lE)ndE)red
impossible to detect in that the front wheel assembly wa.§l Plllled

off the bus

in~he

1

process of towing it out of the rivfr.

5Mr. Graham Burchett and Mr. James B. Goble, botJ· o.fficers
of the Recovery Conunittee, expressed emphatically the 1conununity's
appreciation for total individual, county, state, and ,national
cooperatiqn (Interview, June 10, 1979). To quote Mr. 1Burchett,
"All we had to do was ask for it, and we got it."
6 Two volumes of contributors' letters are in the 1holdings
of the Floyd County Public Library in Prestonsburg.
7 Later, the father of John Derossett mentioned tire marks
in the road in attempting to establish that his son d:i!d indeed apply
the brakes (3/13, p. 4). The presence of the marks. w~s c.orroborated by Mr. Burchett and Mr. Goble in the June 10, 1979, interview.
1

I

•

"
.

'
•'

8
I

Donald L. Horn, the driver o'f the wrecker; report~d tha:t:
'

.,:

'.

.,

'

I
I '.

.

<'\ truck had left the upper (east) side of the highway and was·

;.. ,

across the di tchline (3/6, · p. 6) .

tr~ck

Horn pulled behind 1he
·I

to see if his help were needed.

"

He said that the wrecker was·.

1>t~11·

....

on the right lane of the highway, but ti,at he had signal~d . ·.his'
stop.

The bus hit the wrecker and knocked

•·
. .,

:

'

it some 50' ·feet further
' .

up the highway.

.I

:•

B:J,ackbUJ:'~.

Horn, Scout Executive C. o. Williams, and Bennie

(a witness who lived at the accident site) ran into the watef.
and tried to save as many lives as possible.
another minute we'd have got them all out,'
they wedged in the emergency door.
out.'" (3/6, p. 6)

"'If we
had had'
.
Horn said.

'But

I don't know how many got

Blackburn " ... said that the bus moved so
'

slowly across the road after hitting the.wrecker that ~e believed
ordinary braking pressure would have stopped it."

(3/,6, p. '6)

The Kentucky State Police report concluded that

~us

I •.

.

driver

Derossett had three chances to brake the bus to a' halt' before
.
hitting the water.

Blackburn stated that the bus was going too

fast and didn't slow down before the impact.

lzaac Vanderpooi,

.

I . ..

a student on the bus who was seated directly behind Derossett and

.

.

. I : .. , . . .

who was talking to Derossett shortly before the
. collision,
I
, . said
that the bus was not moving too fast and that Derossett.didn't
see the wrecker until it was too late to avoid.

th~ co~li~ion·.

Two mechanics ha~ checked the bus two days before the accident.
"

'

and had reported it to be in "'good mechanical ~oi:idit,on."' ", ,,·:.
( 3/13' p. 4)

8

'

f

' '

I

i

I

8Driver John Derossett's brother, Bryant, denied tµat the
bus had been checked (3/6, p. 6).

I

,-,. .
. '

•'

''

\

•

~

. l,

I ,
9

.!'

I

The conclusions of the police report are· as follows: :.
I

I ;.

'j ·

'

, ,

1.

Weather and road conditions were both good.

2.

The brakes of the school bus were not applied. · (N9
brake lights were seen by a Mr. Hoffman, a witnes~ who
had been driving about 1000-15.00 feet behind', the buff.
Scho~l children remembered no feeling 9f brakes -bei~g
applied before or after the impact.)·

3.

The driver made no effort to control the bus· after the
collision.

4.

The wrecker driver gave a proper hand signal while
slowing down.
(Hoffman saw the signal.)·

5.

The bus swerved left, hit the left rear of a parked
car, and went down the embankment.

6.

The bus driver was talking to Izaac Varderpoql .just
before the collision.

7.

There was no oncoming tcaffic to prohibit the,. bus from
swerving around the wrecker.
(3/13, p. 4)
.
.
;

At the inquiry, Mr. Harry Ranier testified that ~he bus's
steering mechanism may have been damaged by the collision.
Ranier believed that the bus didn't have brakes at
impact.

th~

time of

The bus was found in third gear (the bus had four gears

forward), and Derossett may have been gearing down upon impact.
The bus's right front fender was wrapped around the rJg-ht front
wheel, locking it.

A Kentucky State Policeman qenied the

"three chances to brake" hypothesis ( 5/22, p.

-~)

•

One witness had reported that the bus was. doing, 3S-40 mph

I ...

at the time of the collision (5/29, p. 1).

However, the bus

I

.

used in a reinactment of the disaster, with its lighter load,

.

.I

l

:

could make only 30 mph between the Knotley Hollolri' b~i,~e.· (whe~e
9 ·rhe reader is encouraged to compare thes~ conclui;;ions' and
those of the next two paragraphs with the events. of ttj~ dieaster
remembered by Izaac Vanderpool. The transcript of the May 13,
1980, interview with Mr. Vanderpool appears later· in this' sti.-\ay,

.,I

_, .·.

•

'.
10
Derossett picked up his last load of children) and the; point•
j

,.

.'.'·

.

.. '

where bus Jt27 left U.S. Route 23.

.

·, i • '

.,
One may say that there are two memorials to the 27 victims
of the disaster.

One is the guardrail that was. placec;l
.
. at the

spot where bus #27 left U.S. Route 23

(2/26/59', p. l) •·

'fhe,

'
other, the more important and fitting, is the Floyd County
Kentucky Emerqency & Rescue Squad, a non-profit, volunteer
organization which grew out of the Prestonsburg Schoolchildren
Recovery Committee.

The training of its nineteen charter members

began on April 27, 1958, by the Greenville, Tennessee, rescue
squad.

The Floyd County Rescue Squad's first captain,· Graham

Burchett, and its first secretary-treasurer, James B. :Goble
'

(6/5, p. 1), are still active in the organization at this
writing.

On the squad building in Prestonsburg is a J1aque

dedicating the squad and its work to the memory of thdse who.
died on February 28, 1958.

A list of their names and ages follows:

Doris Faye Burchett, 15
James Edison Carey, 9
Glenda May Cisco, 17
Kenneth Forrest Cisco, 14
Paulette Cline, 9
Sandra Faye Cline, B
Emogene Darby, 17
Linda Darby, 14
John Alex Derossett, 27
Anna Laura Goble, 9

•

11
James Edward Goble, 12
John Spencer Goble, 11
Jane Carol Harris, 14
John Harlan Hughes, 13
Margaret Louise Hunt, 15
Bucky Ray Jarrell, 14
Katie Carol Jarrell, 13
Marcella Jervis, 14
Montaine Jervis, 15
Thomas Roosevelt Jervis, 13
Kathryn Justice, 16
Joyce Ann Matney, 14
Rita Cheryl Matney, 8
Nannie Joyce McPeek, 17
James L. Meade, Jr., 9
James

Thom~s

Ousley, 15

Randy Wallen, 17

•

i

II
i

I.

II.

~'he

'

Ballads of the Disaster

I

In varying degrees the six recovered ballads are modern day
I

counterparts of. what Bill Malone terms event songs, l

L~ke

the
i .
event songs' ancestors, the broadsides, these six ballaas are

'

journalistic in tone and are concerned with social comm~ntary ...
Further, as is often the case with event songs and

broads~des,

these ballads conclude with a moral or a preachment.
Each of the six ballads is treated individually belciw
in the following manner:

introduction and source, tune with

the first stanza placed relative to the notes, complete text or
texts of the ballad, and explanatory footnotes and further comment.
I am indebted to librarian John Forbes and music student Charies
Jones for the musical transcriptions of the ballads.
"The Big Sandy Disaster"--V. !I. Harp
I received a copy of "'l'he Big Sandy Disaster" in spring
I

1976 from a former student, Mrs. Phyllis Rose, who remember.ed

I

hearing a ballad or a song about the disaster many years before.

I

The copy she sent me is a photocopy of the one her mother .saved

!

in the family Bible in Jackson, Breathitt County, Kentupky.

I

assumed for two years that this was "the" ballad of the' disaster,
and I was quite wronq.
As it became apparent that there were several ballads
written about the disaster, I began--with the able help of Mary
Griffie Caudill, an informant and friend from Orkney, Fil.oyd
County, Kentucky--to make inquiry into the identity and.the
1 Bill c. Malone, Southern Music/American Music. New Perspectives on the South, gen. ed. Charles P. Roland (Lex~ngton:
The University Press of Kentucky, 1979), p. 64.

•

. '.
13
....

i:
whereabouts of V. II. Harp, "The Country Preacher."

As la· las't '·

!

i'l.ttempt I advertised in the Lexington Herald during the: week of.
I
May 18, 1980. Mr. Harp and his two daughters responded to the·ad,
he included his unlisted phone number, and we arranged f?r an,
interview (see the introduction to an<;'! the transcript of· the
interview with V. ll. Harp later in this study) ..
Of the six recovered ballads of the disaster, only Harp's
may be called a broadside in the strictest sence of the term.
Harp, a radio preacher and a street preacher, wrote, copyrighted,
printed (eventually in at least two versions) , and began to
distribute "The Big Sandy Disaster" in March, 1958.

Brother

Harp distributed a broadside copy of his "country ballad'' to
anyone requesting it in person or by mail.

Harp's incomplete

records of his radio-preaching days show the names of 963 listeners who requested a printed copy of the ballad, so hlis ·estimate

I

of having distributed more than a thousand copies (see linterviewl
is accurate.

Though Harp did not charge for copies of "The Big

Sandy Disaster," written requests for the broadside wer e often
1

'

accompanied by donations varying from a nickel to, rare'ly., a
dollar.

·1

The first version of the ballad below is the, version
righted by H<'l.rp on March 31, 1958.

~opy

The second version, under

the same copyright but with some minor changes and a different
sixth stanza, was lithographed between four and six moJths after
the first version.
Brother Harp recorded both versions onto tape--the

.

. I

~irst

version (without tis sixth stanza) during our 1nterv1el an

d

•

14

i
I

the second a few days later.

During the interview Bro:ther Harp

read from my copy of version one as he sang.

I

can odiy' assume

·'

'
that he also read from copy during his second recor.di~g
and that
the copy was that of version two. l
Harp mailed me the tave of

his second recording, and under separate cover he mailed an
original of version two, the lithographed edition.
·;.
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I
1 Because Brother Harp read from the text during Jis first
recording and most probably did so during his second,
am considering the printed copies as the texts of the ballad rather than
what he actually sang. During the actual singing of dach version
by Harp, there is some variation from his text (see the transcript
of version one in the Harp interview to compare to thd text of
version one included below) .
I believe the differencds in the
printed and the sung versions are a result of his mis~leading, his
possible self-consciousness, and/or his half-remember:img bits and
pieces of both versions.

Ir
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The Big Sandy Disaster (Version One)2

I

•• ' ·1

':

I
Way up in Floyd County, where the Big Sandy flowJ
A disaster has happened, Why? Only God knows'
·)
Here is the story told by those who did see
"
'l'hat awful disaster on highway twenty three

,~ . I ' '

It was on Friday February twenty eight
The news was flashed quickly all over the state
A school bus was missing somewhere long the way3
And the Big Sandy river had swallowed its prey
.,

A Floyd County school bus, had its load
And was heading for Prestonsburg, three
Everyone seemed so happy as the big bus
Then striking a wrecker, it went out of
Over an embankment
At the bank oe Big
When the back door
But twenty six and

for the day'
miles away
did roll
control

the school bus did vault
Sandy it came to a halt4
came open, some children took ·flights
the driver then sank out of sight

2E'or details of the ballad's writing, its popularity, and
responses to the ballad, see the transcript of the interv:j.ew
with V. H. Harp later in this study.
3

There was never a report of a bus " ... missing somewhere
long the way." To the best of my knowledge the firstireport of
the accident came in a phone call made by a Mr. Hoffm~n, an
insurance representative who had been driving ioo0-1500 feet
behind the bus at the time of the collision. Hoffman!testified
that he had run down the bank behind Horn and Blackburn and
that he had then returned to the highway to phone forlhelp.
I
4 There seems to be some disagreement about what happened
to the bus after its descent.
The bus certainly did not come
to a halt. According to some witnesses, the bus slowJd down
upon reaching the edge of the Sandy in that the slopeiof the
embankment was less steep near the water's edge. Others, who
reached the scene shortly after the accident, said th~'!; .the embankment didn't flatten out at all by the bank.
Ike Vanfier'pool,
the student seated directly behind the driver, does nqt remember
the bus's slowing down before going into the water. Vanderpool
remembers the bus slowing only upon its hitting the water, after
which the bus continued into the water at a slow but regular rate.

~·

5 The door was opened by wrecker-driver Donald L. /Horn' ·
pulling on it and a yo4ngster's kicking at it from inside the bus.
The action seems to verify that the bus must have slo~~d down con~
siderably as it went into the water in that Horn.had to,.run across
U.S. 2 3 a.nd down the embankment to get to the bus,
:

•
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[ s]

There was weeping and praying, others seemed in a'. daze
After three days of searching, the big bus they d'id raise
Then the dreadful task was started, by these gali,ant m~q
There wa~ quietness around as the last roll call b~gan ··
All
For
Two
The

[ 1]

:

bodies were claimed, st.ill others did weep
'"'
somewhere in Big Sandy nine children did sleep ·
were found later, as they came adrift6
t · •·
search must go on in those waters so swift

·

(Chorus) 7
Oh Dear God bless those people, with hearts brave but sad
The Big Sandy river took all that they had
'I'hey can still hear their footsteps on paths they once trod
'I'hey are absent from school, but they are present w:j. th <;ad.
Words and Music by V. H. Harp
"The Country Preacher"

The Big Sandy Disaster (Version Two)B.
1

Way up in Floyd County
Where the Big Sandy Flows
A Disaster has Happened
6 The bodies of the nineteenth and twentieth victibs were
found on April 4 and April 5. That seven victims were1. still
missing places the writing of the ballad after March ~ ~ut,
considering the March 31 copyright date, before (probCl;bly·considerably before) the end of March.
I ·
I

7rn recording this version and the second versiod on tape,
Harp did not sing the last stanza as a chorus, i.e., ~etween
other stanzas.
It seems that Harp may have been under.. 'the influence of two different traditions--that of having a cho'.rus and
that of having a final stanza containing a moral or a lpr~achment.
The latter tradition seems to have won out.
,

i

BThis version of the ballad is the one Harp remen\bers having
printed four to six months after the first version. That the
first version was copyrighted on March 31 places the ~rinting of
version two between July 31 and September 30, 1958. "I:he logo
on the cover and the cover of version two itself were Jdesigned
by Harp (see facsimile below) . His inclusion of the ~J\P call
letters was simply to advertise his radio ministry.
~arp himself
paid all the printing and mailing expenses of both ve,~ions.

•
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Why only God Knows
But here is the Story
Told by Those Who Did See
That Awful Disaster
On Highway Twenty 'rl1ree
2

It Happened on Friday
February Twenty Eight
The News was Flashed Quickly
All over the State
A School Bus was Missing
Somewhere 'long the Way
And The Big Sandy River
Had Swallowed its Prey
3

•

A Floyd County School Bus
Had its Load For the Day
And Was Heading for Prestonsburg
Just Three Miles Away
Everyone Seemed Happy
As the Big Bus did Ro11
Then Striking a Wrecker
It went out of Control
4

Then Over an Embankment
The School Bus did Vault
At the Bank of Big Sandy
It Came to a Halt
In this Brief Moment 9
Some Children took Flight
But Twenty Six and the Driver
Then Sank out of Sight
5

There was Weeping and Praying
Others seemed in a Daze
After Three Days of Searching
The big Bus was then Raised
Then the Dreadful Task was Started
By These Brave and Gallant Men
There was Quietness all Around
As t-he Last Roll Call Began
9

.

.

Version one reads "When the back door came open •••• " While
speaking to Brother Harp on the phone in July, 1980, ~ inquired
about various changes in the second version of the ballad and who
had made them. Harp said that he had made them all himself but
that he could not remember why he had made them.
TheJ changes
consist of single words added, changed, or omitted; one rewritten
line; a.nd one whole stanza rewritten (stanza 6).
·

•
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610
Oh Why did it Happen
We can Still Hear them Say
But the Master He giveth
and He Taketh Away.
The Searching Now ha~ Ended
That Lasted So Long
The Big Sandy Disaster
In our Hearts Will.Live on
7

.'

.,

Oh Dear God Bless these People
With Hearts Brave but Sad
The Big Sandy·River
Took All that They Had
They Will Long Bear their Footsteps
On the Paths they once Trod
They are Absent from School
But They are Present with God.
Words and Music by
"The Little Country Preacher 11 ll
In "The Big Sandy Disaster" Brother Harp has most of his
facts right.

During the interview Harp stated that he got his

information from news coming in over the wire at radio station

I

..

WLAP and from reading the newspapers--hence his high degree of

I

accur&cy.

I

i

Harp's ballad is of more than common merit as anie~pression
by a member of the folk.

He is no unpracticed writer· of ballads;

Harp has written many ballads and hymns over a period; spanning
at least thirty years.

His sense of dramatic irony

(~tanza

3--

1

lOThe date of this second version (between July 31 and September 30, 1958) is the key to the whole stanza's beihg rewritten.
Whereas version one was written when seven victims we~e still
missing, the second version was written after May 10, 1958, when
the body of the last victim was found.
llin the same phone call mentioned in footnote 9 above, I
asked Harp why he didn't put his name on version two.
He said
that since people would recognize him more quickly by his i;;ob,
riquet than by his surname, he felt it unnecessary to add his name.

•
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"Everyone seemed happy as the big bus did roll") is e~feqtive in
I
its understatement as is his addition of the pre~ent "rerb tepse .,
I

in stanza 7 of version one and stanzas 6 and 7 of ver~ion two,
Stanza 7, the preachment, is powerful and emotion-ladln,· yet· ~t·
avoids sticky sentimentality and bathos.

Although the bal~ad

has its share of cliches and forced metrics and rhyme, it does
not overindulge in tearful commentary even in version two with
its preachment extended to both stanzas 6 and 7.

The sixth·
1

stanza of version one maintains the stark tone of the first five
stanzas and, for that reason, I believe it to be the superior
version.
Although the ballad is clearly an expression by a member of
the folk,
'

it is not at this time a folk ballad.

To my knowledge

it is not currently sung, nor was it ever sung widely,

I have

found no variant of "The Big Sandy Disaster" other _than the
variant consciously written by Brother Harp himself.

[rn looking

'

at a copy of version one of the ballad, Cratis WilliaJs surn-

i .

.

marized the case nicely when he observed that alt h oug h1 it is not
now a folk ballad, one day someone may happen upon itj
I

~ing

I

and introduce it to others.

If and when it enters the oral

tradition, it may well become a folk ballad.

!

it,
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Way up in Floyd County
Where the Big Sandy Flows
A Disaster has _Happened
Why only God Knows
So here is the Story
Told by Those Who Did See
That Awful Disaster
On Highway Twenty.Three

There was Weeping and Praying
Others seemed in a Daze
After Three Days crf Searching·
The big Bus was then Raised
Then the Dreadful Task was Started
By These Brave and Gallant Men
There was Quietness all Around
As the Last Roll Call Began

2

It Happened on Friday
February Twenty Eight
The !'!ews was Flashed Qui.ckly
All Over the State
A School Bus was Missing
Somewhere 'long the Way
And The ·Big Sandy River
Had Swallowed its Prey
3

A Floyd County School Bus
Had its.Load .For the Day
·And .Was Heading for Prestonburg
Just Three Miles Away
Everyone Seemed Happy
· As the Big Bus ·did Roll
Then striking ~.Wrecker
It went out of Control
!,.

'

••

4

Then Over an Embankment
The School Bus did Yault
At the Bank of Big Sandy
It Came to a Halt
In this Brief Moment
.Some Children. took Flight
But Twenty Six and the Driver
Then Sank out of Sight

6

Oh Why did it Happen
We can Still Hear them Say
But the Master He giveth
and He Taketh Away.
The Searching Now has Ended
That Lasted So Long
The Big Sandy Disaster
In our Hearts Will Live on

7

Oh Dear God Bless these People
With Hearts Brave but Sad
The Big Sandy River
Took All that They Had
They Will Long Hear their Footsteps
On the Paths they once Trod
They are Absent from School
But They are Present with God.

Words and Music by
"The Little Country Preacher"

.J'
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"The Wreck of the Floyd County School Bus"

I

i

Folklore.student Eddie Baldridge gave me his grandmother's

I.

.

copy of "The Wreck of the Floyd County School Bus" in !late· spring
of 1979.

Baldridge's grandmother, Mrs. Zallia Baldridge of

Clearfield, Kentucky, told me that she had been given her typewritten copy at work by "a stranger" in 1958, when Mrs. Baldridge
was employed as a laundress in a dry-cleaning/laundry establishment
in Morehead, Kentucky.

She knew nothing more about the ballad,

nor did Mrs. Baldridge know "Little Cathy Fiskus [sic];" the
tune to which this disaster ballad is to be sung,
I had never heard of Jimmy Osborne's 1949 country

(At the time
son~,)

Mrs.

Baldridge suggested that I might learn more about the ballad from
Mr. Homer Gregory, the owner of the lumber company on whose
stationery Mrs. Baldridge's copy of the ballad had been typed
(see facsimile at the end of the discussion of this ballad).
Mr. Greg9ry had no knowledge of the bus disaster-ballad.
I
I
He and Mrs. Gregory telephoned relatives and former e~ployees
I

of the lumber yard to see if any of them knew of it. !They did
not.

Mr, Gregory seemed to remember "Little Cathy Fiskus"" as

a song which had as its subject the death of a young
had fallen into a well.

~irl

who

He estimated that he had notiheard the
I

song in over twenty years.

I

I found the story of Kathy Fiscus through the New York
Times Index for 1949, and I later read a reference to ·the death
of Jimmy Osborn, the composer of "The Death of Little· Kathy

•

I
I
I

.
.
1
Fiscus."

.

I .

..
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I was fortunate in finding a phonograph refording,of

the song through a television advertisement, and I had the tune
1-

cop ied from this recording (see transcript below) . 2

I have

I
shown a copy of this ballad to all individuals I have:interviewed;
no one has recognized it.

At this writing the ballad'remains

anonymous.

~

The Wreck of the Floyd County School Bus 3
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1 Jimmy Osborne is generally given credit for wri~ing both the
words and the music to "The Death of Little Kathy Fisc:us" (see
Bill C. Malone, Countr~ Music, U.S.A. Publications o~ the Americ~n
Folklore Society, Memoir Series, Vol. 54, gen. ed. Jo~n Greenway
(Austin; University of Texas Press, 1968), p. 222, footnote),
However, Dorothy Horstman (Sing Your Heart Out, Count:riy Boy : .(New
York: E. P. Dutton & co., Inc., 1975), p. 73) gives credit to
Jimmy Osborne and G. Nigh.
·
2

Jimmy Osborne, "Dea th of Little Kathy Fiscus [sic]," Vol. I,
side B, cut 2, 40 Country Hits of the '40s (Nashville: Gusto
Special Products, 1978), GTV 108.
3
rn aoing the underlay of the lyrics of the tune copied·out.
by Forbes and Jones, in four instances I had to.divid~ a quarter
note into two eighth notes to ~ccomodate the number of: syllables·
to be sung to one musical beat. At ·::he points where ~ divided
the quarter Po.Otes, I have marked tl'!e •.ranscript Q abo"'ie t)1e staff.
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THE WRECK OF THE FLOYD COUNTY SCHOOL BUS

!
I

I

i

It was.on Friday morning about ten after eight/
When the Angel of God did open the gate,
;
There were 26 children who died there that day~
Three miles from Prestonsburg city they' say . . ·

[2]

The driver picked up the children so gay
Then stepped on the starter as he drove away,
Then on down the road its sad but its true
The wrecker it then came into view. ·
The water was cold, muddy, and deep
Then into the river the school bus did creep,
"
Then into the arms of Jesus above
Went those darling children of whom that we love.
Their sweet little faces we will see here no more
Until we meet them on God's golden shore,
I'm going to meet them in glory sgme day
Forever to live, forever to stay.

[s)

There are 26 seats that are empty today
In that old school house some wherd down the way
There are 2 little bodies that has not been found 6
That may be sleeping down under th8 ground.
Our God up in Heaven he sees them today,
He knows the very spot that they lay
He is watching over them both day and night?
Keeping them safe from harm and from fright.

4

i

It is interesting that driver John Derossett is Jnever
mentioned in this ballad as having been one of those w;ho died
in the disaster.
i
5 The preachment, which appears in stanza 4 and in the last
three stanzas, is interesting in that it moves from the first
person (stanza 4), into the third person (stanza 6), back into
the first person (stanza 7), then into the second person (stanza 8).
Often such.shifting constitutes a weakness, but in this instance
the shift seems to bespeak or to echo an implied unive'rsal involvement in the disaster.
I
6 That the 25th victim was recovered on April 23rd; and the
26th on April 30th most probably places the writing of.I this ballad between these two dates.
If this dating is accurate, this
ballad is the latest-written of the five ballads incldded in
this study.
I
7In Mrs. Baldridge's copy of the ballad, this line originally read "In a land that is happy, in a land that is sweet" and

•
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I

••

So all we can do is to watch and to pray
I
Until he calls us up there some day, ·
!
Where we can join children so neat
i
In a l~nd that is happy, in a land that is sweet
I

[a]

''
Dear Fathers and Mothers trust Jesus today
He will surely, surely show you the way
That leads to that land where all can be blessed,
In a Heaven of Glory in a Heaven of rest ..

J."

Please sing in the tune of "Little Ca thy Fiskus [ ~·ic
Certainly this ballad is a product of a

membe~

of tne folk.

Although the writer is not so practiced at balladry as is·V. H.
Harp ("The Big Sandy Disaster") and although the· forced

me·tr~cs
'

(~,

" •.. of whom that we love," stanza 3, line 4) and. rhyme

(~,

"Then into the river the school bus did creep," stanza 3,

line 2; and "Where we can join children so neat,'' stanza 7, line 3),
the poet is not without his or her merit.

An effective· rhetorical

device through which the poet gains power is the parallelism in
the last line of stanza 4 ("Forever to live, forever to stay"),
stanza 7 (''In a land that is happy, in a land that is ·sweet"),
and stanza 8 (In a Heaven of Glory in a Heaven of restj") as well
as less apparent parallelisms within other lines and irom one line
to the next.

Stanza 6 affords imagery of simple warmth: "He is

watching over them both day and night /

Keeping them

~afe

from

harm and from fright."
is crossed out (see facsimile below) . The line correctly occurs
as the last line in the next stanza. Upon this fact ::i; base my
assumption that Mrs. Baldridge's copy is not the original. Whoever typed the copy that came to Mrs. Baldridge most probably
glanced at the last line of the seventh stanza while ~yping and
mistakenly typed it as the last line of stanza 6, noticed the
error, crossed it out, and typed the correct last lin~ of stanza
6.
There is, of course, no way of determining the na~ure of the
original from which the typed copy was made.
It may have been a
manuscript of which no other copies exist.

•
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As is the case with Harp's "The Big Sandy Disastt4r
,·" "T.he
I .

i

\

'

Wreck of the Floyd County School Bus" is not a fo1k b~llad, ~lthough it is a ballad of the folk.

At this time I ca:nno.t.

s~y

how widely the ballad was circulated, nor can I say w:lth. any .. ,
.

'

surety that the ballad was sung by anyone but its anonym9us
composer.

•
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,.I

TITE \!/Rli:CK Li!' TllE FLOYD CuUN'l'Y JC!luUL 'DUS
I
'

It was on Ji'riday morning about ten after eight,
i
When the A~el of Gad did open trn gate,
There were 26 children who died trere that day ·1
'I'hree mile a from .i:>reatarnburg city they sa'.y.

,,

'l'he driver picked up .the children so gay
'rho:in &te1iped an the starter a.a he drove Bll/ay,
Then on dawn tm road ite sad but its true
'!'he wrocker it then c Wlltl into view,
The water waa cold, muddy, and deep
'I'hen into the river the school we did areep,
Then into the arms of Jesus above
Went those darling children of wham that we love.
Their awe et 11 ttle faces we will see here·
Until we meet them on God'a golden ahare,
I 1 m going to meet t:t.tm in glory eone day
L'orover to live, forever to atay.
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more

There are 26 aoata Hat n.ro empty today
In that oldschool house eome wmre down the way,
TU!re are 2 little bodies that haenot been fouw1
That may be aleepi~ down under the grwnd.
Our God up in Heav111n he eeea th~m today,
He knowathe very spot that they lay
He ia watching aver tllim both day and night,
%JllXICC:bllld:x:ll.lud:d~:i:Jlm'DYri=rbxXx •• • •11••1r,

Keeping tmm safe frt.lm harm and from :fright.
So all we can do 111 to watch and to .Pray
Until he callt1 ue up there 11oue dtty,
Where we c9.n join children eo neat
In a. land that i!I h9..P1JY, 1 n a land that iis awee t
Uear ll'atheru a.ni Mothers trust J1H1ue today
lie will sucely, surely BbM ycu llbe way
Ta t leada to that lanc)Whara all can be blesaed9
In a Heaven of Glory in a Heaven of rest.
Pleu.se aJrig in the tune of "Little Cathy Fiakue .• 11

~acsimile of Mrs.

Zallia Baldridge's Typewritten

A~~n~N3~ 'OV3H3~0~

-pu~JI

llJI /o .111qum•1-

":) NI '"O:) '9 A~083~£> ~3~0H.

coJJ
,,
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"No School Bus in Heaven"--Jack Adkins and Buddy Dee
'

During the summer of 1977, a folklore student loJned me a
'

i

'

'

'

copy of the Stanley Brothers' recording of Jack AdkinsI and
Buddy
,
Dee's country ballad "No School Bus in Heaven."

The Mei;cury
..

Records 45. rpm recording (YW16342) belonged to her mother-in-;
law, who lived in West Virginia.

From the record I m~de the'

tape which is the source of both the tune and the words below.
In August of 1978 I wrote to Phonogram, Inc.,
company of Mercury Records.

th~

parent·

Mr. Harry S. Losk, Phonogram's

vice president for national sales, replied that much of the in-.
formation about tune and lyrics authorship, number of records··
cut, number of records sold, and so on, was not readily available.

However, Lask did include the label copy for "No School

Bus in Heaven, " and the copy is dated March 31, 1958, with the
statement that the record was to be released for sale on April
30, 1958.

The latter date appears on the record also.

Since

the recdrd had been cut before the label copy was distributed,
the song was probably written before mid-March, 1958. · I wrote
to Phonogram, Inc., again in April of 1980 and offered to pay
for a research assistant's time in going into the "inactive
files."

However, as of this writing, I have had no reply,

No School Bus in Heaven

... Y
r1 r· .
1;. ... ,.t-r

I (!)J~f1JI r·Cr
t~rce. -

J_.

:'I

S"o.st·q'"" -

!

~l}}ff§~

/<an-t~r'V) -

.
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No School Bus in Heaven
On Route Twenty-three down in Eastern Kentucky
A school bus wrecked there in the County of Floyd
It left many parents a-weepin' and mournin'
'
It took away the lives of their little girls and1boys
(Chorus)
i
These little school children have gone on to glory
No lessons to study, no worries or cares
They're now rejoicin' an' walkin' with Jesus
They won't have to ride on a school bus up there·
God please watch over these heart-broken families
Give them the courage to go on alone
Show them the right way that leads up to Heaven
Where once more the family will all be at home
(Chorus)
Loyal Jones of Berea College put me in touch with Ralph·
Stanley.

When I spoke to Stanley in August of 1980, he had

•
30

'.
I .

memory of the song, and .he recalle.d that "Hobo" Jack Adkins
had written it..

Stanley said that he had sung ''No

!

Sch6~1

"

ijus

in Heaven" many times during personal appearences and tnat the
response to the song had been "good."

He had no memory' o{, how

well the recording sold, nor did he recall any other rele~~es'
or recordings of the song. 1 I asked Stanley what he considered
the song to be--that is, did he feel that it is a religious
~t

song or a disaster ballad--and he replied that he considered
a "heart song" or a sentimental ballad.
Stanley seemed to remember that he, his brother Carter,

and the Clinch Mountain Boys did not record the exact same· thing
that Adkins had written.

Unfortunately, neither Stanley nor any-

one else with whom I have been in contact knows the wh\"reabouts
of Jack Adkins, nor has anyone heard of Buddy Dee.

How!=ver, I

was fortunate in coming across a reference to Adkins'

"!<entucky

School Bus" in the Kentucky Polklore Record, 2 and I shall present
that ballad next.
Although the first stanza of ''No School Hus in

I!ea~en"

begins

in the tradition of the earlier event songs and the other ballads
in this study, the narrative is not developed.
chorus, is a preachment, as is stanza 3.

Stanza 2, the

The Stanley Brothers'

effort is not a folk ballad or a folk song.

Although I have
'

1 A discography in the Kentucky Folklore Record 16:l (Jan.March, 1970) lists a release of "No School Bus in Heaven" recorded
by The Mountain Four in their album Last Mile of the way (Salem
LP 1062, 12" 33 i:-pm). As of this writing I have been unal ble to
find a copy.
I
2 "Discography," Kentucky Polklore Record 8:1 (Jan.LMarch,
1962), p. 27.

•
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!
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'

,,' ' '

'

i '
I,

spoken to people who have heard it sung in person, I ha ye found
I
. .~ .
I
no evidence :that i_t was sung widely.
Certainly it is not
sung no'1',

I

"Kentucky School Bus"--"Hobo" Jack Adkins

''

;

After reading the reference to Adkins'

"Kentucky School Bus"

in KFR, I called Mr. Bob Pinson, Director of Acquisitions at':tne
Country Music Foundation Library in Nashville.

He and Mr. Danny

Hatcher, the Foundation '.s cur a tor, sent me a tape of Adkins' ballad (Starday 363, 7" 45 rpm) early in September, 1980; and from
that tape I made the transcription of the words and music below.
Kentucky School Bus.

,,

•

•

I
'
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Kentucky School Bus
(Chorus)
Little school children that went on to heaven
'rhey' 11 have no lessons up there to learn
They will be singing and shouting in glory
They won't have to ride no school busses there
On Route 23 in Eastern Kentucky
A school bus had wrecked in the county of Floyd.
It left several parents a-weepin' and mourning
It took the sweet lives of their girls and boys
God, please look over these heartbroken families
Give them the couracre to go on alone
Show them the way that leads up to heaven
Where once more their families will all be at home
(Chorus)
Al though I have no date for the release of Adkins'' ballad
on Starday 363, I assume it must have been prior to the: April 30,

1958, release of the Adkins-Dee "No School Bus in Heaven."

It

is not likely that Mercury Records would have paid Adkins for
the rights to his ballad, have hired Duddy Dee to revis'.e the· lyrics
I

and write a new melody, have given Adkins label-credit l(al9ng with
Dee) as the composer, and then have allowed Adkins to record his
original on a rival label.

More than likely Mercury gabj:>ied 'J:-hat

their widely-known label and the relative fame of the Stanley·

.

•
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'

Brothers woU'ld lead to a hot sales item, given the medi'a· cove:i;age
I

.

In short, my guess is that! Merc~ty
'
'
hoped that they had another "The Death of Little Kathy ·Fiscus"

of the school bus disaster.

'

on their hands.

'

I have no idea of what royalty arrangement Mercury
I·

had with Adkins.

Interestingly, I can find no copyright for 1 either

the Adkins or the Adkins-Dee ballad in the 1958. and the 1959
editions of the Library of Congress's catalog of Copyright
Entries:

Music.

It is not totally unfair to say that "No School Bus in
Heaven" is just a slicked-up version of "Kentucky School Bus."
The Stanley Brothers' version is clearly in the bluegrass tradition and is metrically regular.

Adtins' version, on the other

hand, is closer to being a genuine country ballad with a lesscatchy instrumentation, a less memorable tune, and an irregulari ty of meter more conunon in the oral tradition than in the more
literary pop or pop-country-western-bluegrass traditions.

Mercury

obviously paid more attention to fine details than did rtarday
in this instance:

'

the instruments playing background for Adkins

on Starday 363 are not even perfectly in tune with one another.
Although it is inherently unfair to compare merits.and
failings of various ballads and performances when the Wfiter's
chief function is simply to report and comment on the b~llads •''
i

'

existence, it is difficult not to observe that some recordings

!

.

and performances are closer to a folk source than are others.

i

Certainly the Adkins recording on Starday represents somet.h'J.ng '

.

closer to a product of the folk than does the

.

Stanle~

I.

Brothers'

•
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I

recording for Mercury.

This is not to say that the Stanley
' .
!
Brothers do not play traditional music or sing. traditional
ballads-I
they often do.

I

But in this instance the Stanley Brothers seem

to have borrowed a ballad from one tradition and to haVE! dressed
it handsomely in their own but different traditional

garb~-the

garb of bluegrass.
I do not know to what degree Hobo Jack Adkins is actually
a representative of the folk or is himself a folk poet.

My own

feeling is that "Kentucky School Bus" may well be a ballad of the
folk, but it is obviously not a folk ballad.

I have not come

into contact with anyone who remembers hearing the
played, much less the ballad actually sung.

record

Adkins' ballad may

be just one more instance of a ballad written with echoes of the
older event song and just one more that never caught the fancy
or the ear of a larger folk.
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'"
(of Floyq Co., I<y .r--w. c. Burchett

'"I'ragedy of School Bus 27

.
spring~

In

I. :

1978, another folklore student loaned

mother's copy of

w.

I

~e

I

.

.her
.

.,

...

C. Burchett's ''Tragedy of ~chool Bµs ~7 '(of

'

Floyd Co., Ky.) ." 1 Although the condition of the record' was poor,

...·

"

,•

··.:

I made from the copy the tape from which the words and 'mµ°sic
below were transcribed.

During the summer of 1978, folklore stu-,

dent Judy Martt gave me a tape of a second copy of the record, but
again the quality was poor.

Dr. Michael Biel, a professor of

radio and television production at Morehead State University and
a man with an encyclopedic knowledge of recording and broadc~sting
history, made the acquaintance of an avid collector of country
music recordings, Mrs. Virginia Jones of Huntington, W~st Virginia.
Mrs. Jones mentioned to him that she had recordings of; many ba.llads
concerned with disasters, including two about the 1958 bus ·disaster;
"The Yellow Tomb"

(to be discussed next) and Burchett' s "Trag.edy

of School Bus 27 .... "

Biel and I visited Mrs. Jones in Huntington

in June, 1980, and she gave me one of her two copies of the latter-a record in excellent condition from which I was able to
gain a
;
correct reading of all the words.
Tragedy of School Bus 27

~3
r~ 4.

(of Floyd Co., Ky.)

JI d. )J. J--,,11 :-,,1 J-· "U--·l r-1·r:·

W'11-1
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lw. c. Burchett, "Tragedy of School Bus 27 (of Floy~ Co., Ky.),
vocal by Ralph Bowman, EX400A, matrix no. CP-1450 (Cincinnati:
Excellent Records, 1958).
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Tragedy of School Bus 27
[1)

(of Floyd Co., Ky.)

Way down in old Kentucky
A place we've heard of before
I know you'll remember Floyd Collins2
He lingered so long at death's door
And now another tragedy
Has struck our hearts so near
And as odd as it may be
3
Twenty-seven was used by three

[3]

A school bus loaded with children
Came around a curve
A truck loomed out before them
The bus so quickly swerved
The news soon spread in Floyd County
The whole world will soon know
Our school bus plunged in the river
In water many feet below

2 various accounts of the 1925 Floyd Collins disast~r may be
read in the print media of the day. For an interesting,note·concerning the composition of and the recording of the ballad "The
Death of Floyd Collins," see Bill c. Malone, Country Music U.S.A.,
pp. 61-2.
3
This line refers to' the coincidence of the number I 27 's "being
used" three times relative to the disaster: The bus's number was
27, driver John Derossett 1 s age was 27, and there were 27 .victims.
This coincidence
has entered
the folk memory. On at
le&st.
four'
'
.
.
I
occasions I have been informed by students from Floyd County and
environs of the coincidence, and as often as not I have]been told
that the accident took place on February 27, not Februa:i:y . 2ff:. The
only written reference I have come across referring to the.coincidence is in an article written for a student newspapef" 1. the .
Mayogram (March, 1958, p. 12). For further comment on the coincidence, see the section later in this study entitle~. Elements
of Folklore and the School Bus Disaster.
I '
I
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[s]

Folks lined the banks of the river
They came from miles around
When the school bus broke the surface
Twenty-seven children had drowned4

.' .

1'

"All we have in this world is gone"
A grief-stricken mother cried
"Of tragedy we've had our share
But never to the heart so near."5
Our hearts cry out to you friendly folks
In a small way we know how you feel
We would like to deny this story
But God knows it's real

[a]

The tragedy of Bus Twenty-Seven
Will be remembered throughout the years
But to the folks of Floyd County
This chapter is written in tears

[9] "Suffer

all the children
To come unto me ... "
From this mortal, sinful world
God has set them free

In attempting to uncover information about the defunct
Excellent Records Studio, the whereabouts of their files, and
..

the whereabouts of W. C. Burchett and Ralph Bowman, I
Shad O'Shea, the president of Counterpart Creative

~rote

Stu~ios

to
in

I

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Although Mr. O'Shea has been active·' in the

recording business in and around Cincinnati over the

p~•t

25

years, he wrote to me in April, 1980, that the song titie was
familiar to him, but that neither he nor his contacts !'~.'..had.I
any knowledge of Excellent Records, the artist,· or the 1 ~7iter')"
Mrs. Anna Sue Stumbo (see interivew later in

th~s;

study)·,

\,

, I

l

4only 26 of the victims were children; the 27th victim was
driver John Derossett.

J.

5

·'

of the six ballads dealing with the disaster, onl . Burchett's
introduces drama through dialogue.
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I

mentioned that she had helped the Floyd County Library! in.
Prestonsburg

g~ther

together letters of condolence sent to the·

•.

In examining:' the two

Prestonsburg Disaster Committee in 1958.

volumes of letters in August, 1980, I found several letters pertaining to the W. C. Burchett ba1lad.6

.

In an undated letter 1

Estel Lee, the president of Excellent Records, ~nformed· the Com,

mittee that W. c. Burchett of Ashland, Kentucky, write+ of
:

"Tragedy of School Bus 27 ..• ," intended to give half his royalties
from the recording to the Committee to use " ..• in any way, that
it might help the people who lost their children.• 7

Lee
. . also.

requested the name of the person to whom to send the money when
I

it became available.

There are no further letters from Excellent

Records, nor is there a letter from Burchett in the

Fl~yd

County

Library's collection. 8
Lou Epstein of the Jimmy Skinner Music Center,

Cincinnat~,

Ohio, wrote a letter dated March 29, 1958, to Burl Spurlock,
President of the First National Bank in Prestonsburg

a~d

a co-

ordinator of the Prestonsburg Disaster Committee, informing him
that the Music Center was contributing 20¢ to the Committee for
each copy of Burchett's ballad they sold.

'

Epstein als9 enclosed

a check for $14.00 (presumably the contribution from the sale of

70 copies of the ballad) and a copy of a release that Jimmy Skinner
'
6 collection of unpublished letters to the Preston~burg
Disaster Committee, vol. 2, Floyd County Public Library, ?restonsburg,
Kentucky.

. I

..

7 Estel· Lee, Letter to Prestonsburg Disaster Committee, n,d.I

I .,:. . .· ·

ibid.

8

The 1979 Ashland, Kentucky, telephone directory ~:ists three.
Burchetts whose first initial is W. None of these Burchetts ·have
any knowledge 0f W. C. Bc.rchett.
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Music Center had sent to an unspecified number of disc\ jockeys
in three states:

Ohio, Kentucky, and West Virginia. 9 The,undated

release reads as follows:

.

·1

.'

Dear Country Music D.J.:
On February 28, 1958, 27 cl1ildren perished in a sc~ocil bus
accident in Prestonsburg, Kentucky. Enclosed find .a record
which has caused considerable interest telling the true·
story of the tragedy THE TRAGEDY OF SCHOOL BUS 27 ..
The JIMMY SKINNER MUSIC CENTER will donate 20% of the money
received on this record to a fund set up for the families
of these children, The Disaster Committee (Mr. Burl Spurlock,
President of the First National Bank, Prestonsburg, Ky., is
the chairman.)
If you
people
Deduct
to the
.20¢ on
Please

would like to help play the record on the a~r, tell the
to mail you $1.00 for a 45rpm copy of the record.·
20¢ for your trouble and mail the remaining 80¢
Jimmy Skinner Music Center. We will donate·, the
each record to the fund in your station's name. ·
let us know if you will help in this worthy:cause.10

Epstein later wrote Spurlock that three radio stations and
another record store were cooperating, and he enclosed:a check
representing contributions from the sales of an additional 150
copies of "'rragedy of School Bus 27 .... 1111

With the letter

9 That the date of the letter is March 29 and that'the record
had been cut, sold, and distributed before March 29 points to the
recording's having been made no later than around mid-March and
to Burchett's having written the ballad most probably during the
first week of March. According to the Catalog of Copyright
Entries: Music, January-June, 1958 (Washington: Copy:i;-ight Office
& the Library of Congress, 1959, p. 558), a W. E. Burchett was
granted a copyright for ''Tragedy of School nus 27" on March 20, 1958.
'

10 Lou Epstein, Letter to nurl Spurlock, Unpublished collection of letters to the Prestonsburg Disaster Committee,
letter
dated 29 March, 1958, vol. 2 of collection, Floyd County Public
Library, Prestonsburg, Kentucky.
I·

11Lou Bp•toin, Letter to Burl Spurlook, 15 April, 11958, ibid.

I
'

•
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Epstein also enclosed a copy of a flyer distributed by 'the·

'

J

Jinuny Skinner Music Center to potential record buyers. · The 1;lyer.. :
'

'

includes notices of several records, Burchett's ballad included,

"'

and a description of the latter as follows:
A ~'RUE STORY IN SONG On Feb. 28 27 children drowned in a
bus accident in Prestonsbury Ky. This is the story of the
accident .•.• THE JIMMIE SKINNER MUSIC CENTER WILL.DONATE
20% OF TUE MONEY RECEIVED ON THIS RECORD TO A FUND SET UP
FOR THE PARENTS OF TIIE VICTIMS (Disaster Conunittee Prestonsburg I<y.)12
How many copies of the record were eventually sold and how
much more money came in to the Prestonsburg Disaster Conunittee
is difficult to determine in that the Floyd County Library
volumes contain no more letters fr.om either Epstein or the Center.
The Jinuny Skinner Music Center still operates in Cincinnati,
although no one now employed by the Center was employed there in
1958.

During a phone call in August, 1980, Mr. Lou Ukelson of

the Center told me that in the 1950's some employees of the Center
opened the Excellent Records Studio next door to the Center when
it was on 5th Street in Cincinnati.

Ukelson had no knowledge of

the business relationship 1·1i th or the arrangement betwe'en the
Center and E:x:cellent Records, and he told me that of th.ose of
whom he knew that were connected with either company in' 1958,
all are dead except one, Estel Lee.

Ukelson could find rio listing

in his phone directories for Estel Lee or for Estel Le~'scarborough
(Lee's full name) , . nor could he suggest a way for me to: find him.

''
12 Ibid.

'

I

.I
I

..

'..

4l

c.

Ukelson had no knowledge of either W.
Bowman, the

re~ording

Burchett or Ra+ph

artist.

The metrics of "Tragedy of School Bus 27 ••• ," its forced
rhyme, the peculiarities of phrasing related to these

(~enty

seven was used by three •.. ," stanza 2, line 4), and its abundant
use of clich's all point to ci1e ballad's being a product of
a relatively unpracticed folk poet.

However, the product is not

a folk ballad in that, so far as I can tell, it did not enter
nor has it entered the oral tradition.
Burchett's narrative lacks the power and the genuine feeling
of Harp's "The Big Sandy Disaster" and of the anonymous "The
Wreck of the Floyd County School Bus" and, compared to fhese two,
seems hastily written.

The use of the first person pronoun

(generally in the plural) is confusing in showing the poet's
relationship to the event.

Only in stanza 4 does the pronoun

imply Burchett's being part of the group most directly involved

in the disaster--i.e., Floyd Countians.

The~'

we, and you of

stanza 7 clearly implies author identification with a group
'
. who
are not Floyd Countians, and the our of stanza 2 may refer to
non-Kentuckians, Kentuckians who are not Floyd Countian~, Floyd
Countians only, or a combination of the first two.

The result

of the ambiguity is confusion--an interesting contrast in
light
I
of the results of the shifting of person in "The Wreck of the
'i
Floyd Courit¥ Schoolbus." In additio.n to these problems', the
!
ballad's preachment (stanza 9) arrives unexpectedly.
It,. does·

.

not grow out of the earlier stanzas nor does it seem to be ·

•
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an extension of the matter of those earlier stanzas,. as }'i'ere the
preachments of the ballads so far considered in this stup.y.
Perhaps the above observations may best be sumffiariz~d thus·:
the tone of "Tragedy of School Bus 27 ... " does not lead to .pr ...
lend to the elevation of spirit as "The Big Sandy Disastef";'and
"The Wreck of the Floyd County School Bus" do.

' narBurchett's

rative and preachment just do not set off a sympathetic•:response
in the listf;'lner or the reader as the other ballads do.

It ··s

not a question of fact vs. fiction or accuracy vs. inaccuracy:
it's a question of communicating heartfelt, shared grief vs. ·simple
reportage of grief.
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'"l'he Yellow Tomb"--A. L. Phipps

...

. I

·f

'•·

As I implied in the introduction to the discussion.of
.,

:

'

"Tragedy of School Bus 2 7 ... , " my first contact with A. :L. Phipps'
l

• .

"The Yellow Tomb" was in tapincr that ballad from a .recordl
by Mrs. Virginia Jones of Huntington, West Virgipia.

•

·own~d

The i;:CJ.P~

served as the basis for the transcription of the text and the tune
below.

The Yellow Tomb

i

lA. L. Phipps, "~'he Yellow Tomb," vocal by Howard Vokes, ineluded in the album Tragedy & Disaster in Country Songs) SLP-258
.I
(Nashville:
Starday Records, n.d.).
I

I

I

I

'

•
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The Yellow Tomb

[1] And
Come all
hear

of you good people and listen to me,
the saddest story, the worst in history •••
Of fathers and mothers that's left here to grieve.
Their homes are so empty, no children there to see,-2

(Chorus)
2]
Then
let us all take courage; we'll meet them bye-and-bye.
[
We'll join them in their mansion above the starry
~ky.

There'll be no sorrow in that land; the flowers are in bloom.
There'll be no children dying in a tragic yellow tomb.
[3] One cold Friday morning these children left their home
To have their daily lesson; they did not plan to roam.
They laughted and cheered each other as they went on their way,
They did not live to enter their schoolroom that day.
The river called Big Sandy was deep and rolling high.
Was there the schoolbus landed and there they had i;:o die,.
Twenty3 children drowned--with the driver met his doom
Though God seen best to call them in this tragic ytiillow tomb.
(Chorus)
Loyal Jones of Berea College recognized A. L. Phipps'

na~e

i

and gave me the Phipps Family Singers' Barbourville, Ke~tucky,
I

address.

I wrote to Phipps in early July, 1980, asking'f9~ specific

2 I<athleen (Mrs. A. L.) Phipps, writer of the lyric~, told me
that when she wrote this line, she had in mind specifically the
James B. Goble family, who lost all three of their children in
the disaster.

i .

3 Twenty is obviously an error, and twenty-six would not have
destroyed the metrical regularity of the line. Mrs. Phipps
offered
I
no explanation for the discrepancy.
1

j

•

'
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information concerning his ballad, and I followed up the' letter
I

with a phone call.

'
I spoke with Mrs. Kathleen Phipps, Pi1..·L.'s
.,

'•

'I

'.•,

wife and the mother of ten (two of whom, along with A. L. and
Kathleen, comprise the Phipps Family Singers) .

It turned out

that Mrs. Phipps had written the words to "The Yellow Tomb". and
A. L. had written the tune.
The Phipps Family 11as a history dating back to the 1940's
of recording both their own and others' gospel music and sentimental
songs.

"The Yellow Tomb" was Mrs. Phipps' first attempt at writing

a disaster song.

She heard about the accident from others and

over the radio, and she read the newspaper coverage of tpe disaster.

Mrs. Phipps began writing the ballad almost immeqiately,

constantly reworking and adding to it:
dent the lyrics were complete.

within ten days 9f the ace~~

Concerning the ballad, Mrs. rhipps

stressed that her intention was " ... to stick to the facts.,." and,
at the same time, to include " ... something of comfort ... " for the
families and friends of the 27 victims.

She

consi~ers t~e

something to " •.• help people remember--a memorial, '1

ballad

.

Shortly
~

after the writing, the Phipps Family recorded "The;· Yelloo/ 'l'Oll\b, 114
and although Mrs. Phipps is unsure of the exact date, sh\3 has.promised to mail it to me as soon as she can locate the
contract.
.
I
.

The

original Starday recording was re-released on the Pine Mountain
label (PMR-195) in either 1977 or 1978, to the best of Mrs. Phipps'
I

memory.

.

She also remembered that the original recording! (Starday ,195)
i

I

4A, L. Phipps, "The Yellow Tomb," vocal by th~ A.
Phipps
Faimly, included in the album Old 'I'ime Mountain Pickin' and Singin',
SLP-195 (Nashville: Starday Records, n.d.).
r

Ll

I

I

'

•
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" ... did well," although she had no figures at hand to say exa9t;ly
"'"

.

'

how well.

Since ''The Yellow Tomb" was never released a~.a'sin~l~,
0

it would be nearly impossible to determine the degr ee to which
sales figures would reflect the popularity of this particular
ballad:

it shares the record with fifteen other ballads' afid songs

comprised of gospel and sentimental songs and other disaster
ballads.
Mrs. Phipps had no memory of the Howard Vokes recording.of
her and A. L.'s ballad.

As I described and read Vokes' re9ording

to her, she was quite certain that the Phipps l'amily had not
sung any stanza as a chorus.

Otherwise, the lyrics of Vokes'

recording sounded right to her.
was quite correct.

As it turns out, Mrs. P,hipps

The stanza that Vokes uses as a chorus is the

fourth and last stanza sung by the Phipps Family.

Compare¢! to

the text Of the lyrics above (taken from the Vokes recording)

the

Phipps family sang it in 1-3-4-2 order with no repetition. of arty
stanza,

In other words, in the Phipps Family's recording .t;he

preachment (Vokes' chorus) retains its traditional position--:last
(cf V. H. Harp's calling the preachment in "The Big Sandy Disaster,'!
Version One, a chorus but not singing it as such.

Rather, he
'

sings it simply as the final stanza.).

.·

The only other differences

in the text as the Phipps Family recorded it are the pluralizing
of mansion (Vokes' stanza 2, line 2) and a slight varia~ion in line
3 of Vokes' stanza 4.

'

The Phipps Family sang it "Twenty: children

'

drownded; the driver met his doom •... "
The "Come all ye'' opening of the Phipps ballad is r,eminiscent

I
I

•

.. .
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'•

j. /.

''.I,,

of the earlier event songs and the broadsides.

."The Yellow Tomb,"
1

as recorded by ~he Phipps Family, develops in a familiar! pattern~
I

Their stanza 2 (Vokes' stanza 3) makes use of irony
use of the third-person omniscient point of view.

thro~gh

the: ·

The PFeachment

(Phipps' stanza 4, Vokes' stanza 2 or chorus) is powerfui in t,one
and, although somewhat clich~-ridden, lends to an elevation o'f'
spirit.
Just as the Stanley Brothers recorded a slicked-up version.
of Adkins' ballad "Kentucky School Bus," so has Vokes recorded
a fancier, more professionally arranged and recorded ver5ion of
the Phipps Family's. "The Yellow Tomb."

The Phipps recorf'.ling of

the ballad is the one to consider--not the Vokes

~ecordins.

I believe the ballad as written by A. L. and Kathleen
Phipps is most likely a ballad of the folk, but it is not at this
time nor has it been a folk ballad.
Before I interviewed anyone in conjunction with the disaster,
I had for quite solJle time been curious about the effects. of the
recorded ballads on those individuals involved directly 'with the
I

accident and its aftermath.

'

Although

v.

'

/'

H. Harp's "The 'Big Sanqy

Disaster" brought a thousand or so requests, many from ~outheastern
Kentucky, he had not recorded his ballad; ·rather he had printed i t
as a broadside without any indication of tune.
As the reader goes over the interviews in this stu~y, he·may
be as puzzled as I was to find scant reference to the people inter-

j

'

viewed having heard the recorded ballads played over the. air or

I ..

otherwise played much at all.

Mqst. certainly James Gob~e and Graham

~·

..•,·

•

'o\ ,\.

4(l

'·

.
'
'

' i ... ·":

,

i'

Burchett were too busy with the recovery effOl;t to have \listened
much to the radio.

I

.~

But others--Mary Caudill, Anna sue Stumbo,,
'<'

i

.

'

Jim Smiley, and Ike Vanderpool--most likely listened to the radio
j

regularaly to learn of the progress of the recovery efforts.

The

former three remember hearing at least one ballad, but i~ each
instance the hearing was almost by accident.

In short, there.

seemed to be no "big play" of the recorded ballads in Floyd County.
The reason for Floyd County people's being quite un+,ami.liar
with the recorded ballads became clearer during a phone conversation in May, 1980, with Estill Lee Carter, Prestonsburg auto
dealer and an employee of radio station WPRT, Prestonsburg, in 1958.
Carter told me that WPRT was a low-wattage AM station that, in
accordance with F.C.C. regulations, went off the a+r daily at dusk.
During the disaster, however, the station remained on the air 24
hours a day, one employee at the accident site operating a remote
unit and Carter (and, presumably, an engineer) remaining at the
station.

Carter remElJ!lbers a copy of the Stanley Brothers' "No

School Bus in Heaven" coming into the station as part of a shipment
from a subscription service and that the station manager set the
policy of playing no such songs or ballads over the air •. Carter
remembers no other recordings' coming into the station, but tqey
could very easily have been set aside by the station mana,ger.
Further, Carter assumes the same policy was made at WDOC ,' the o.ther
Prestonsburg radio station.
I

Carter recalled that throughout the disaster -WPRT played· only

I
hymns, spirituals, and other inspirational music, especia~ly any

I
I

I

.I
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of these types recorded by Tennessee Ernie Ford. 1 . Carter also
I

remembered that, as a result of his being overtired, he •cci-

'
dentally allowed Ford's recording of "Get On Board, Li tt:).e
Children" to be aired.

When he realized what had

happen~d,

he

'

immediately lifted the needle off the record and apologi~ed pro1

fusely to his listeners.

He received only one call about the

incident, and that was from an

individual who told him that

the people understood that it was only a mistake and thaf. they
knew he, Carter, was working with practically no sleep.
Under the circumstances, it is easy to see why so few Floyd
Countians seem to be or to have been aware of the ballags of the
'
disaster and why the few who did hear one or more of the~ hearg
them so rarely.

1 Ford wrote a letter dated March 19, 1958, to WPRT which was
printed in the Floyd County Times (3/27/58, p. 6). Ford.said in
part that it " ••• [is] an honor to have played a small part in comforting (tr+eJ people of the commonwealth [of Kentucky]."·

·I

.I
I
f
i

•
·I

III.

1'he Poems of the Disaster

.

I.

'

Several poems--chiefly narrative and only occasiona.lly lyric--

'

.

were written about the 1958. Floyd County school bus disaster.
I.;

I

"

include here copies of all the poems I have recovered tci date:;
five narrative poems, one narrative fragment, and one lyric pc;i13m.
The reader is by now sufficiently familiar with the historic event
to which these poems are a response and has read six narrative$
(the ballads) , their background, and their analyse$_.

FQr these

reasons I present the poems with little comment or analysis.
Although I assume the reader no longer ne8ds to have inaccuracies
in factual content pointed out, I have included details about
each poem's recovery and other pertinent information.

In only

one instance have I sought out a poet, and his poem is not

in~

eluded for reasons I shall give toward the end of this section of
the study.
The poems vary widely in their wri-ters' ability to convey
genuine emotion as well as in the poets' ability to hanqle with
facility the problems of metrics, rhyme, diction, point'of view,
and so on.
Sp./3 Elmer F. Fields, stationed with the u. S. Army in
Japan in 195!l, wrote "Tragedy," a narrative poem about the disaster.

He mailed it to the Floyd County 1'imes and paid ,for its

publication in the March 20, 1958, issue. 1

Fields, foriall his
I

I
1 Editor Norman Allen of the Times tol d me d uring
.
.
.
anI interview

on May 9, 1980, that he never published a poem in his p4per without payment. Otherwise, he said, he would be deluged with poetry
and would have to sriend much of his time tellinq less-silccessful
poets why he wouldn·· t publish their ef.forts.
.
I

so

I

•
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...
inaccuracies, seems to rise above the mundane in his si~ply'.
stated but powerful final stanzas.

'

1

•'

I ..

~·ragedy 2

by Sp./3 Elmer F. Fields
In the hills of Southeastern Kentucky
Hhere a river called Big Sandy flows,
Unleashed by the furies of nature
And swollen by the new melted snows,
~'hings were as
Just a typical
Kids had their
Were preparing

...
.,'

normal that morning in March,
cold winter day,
books and as often before.
to be on their way.

They kissed their mothers and fathers go69-by
As the school bus came down the road-Just a big yellow casket on a coad to doom
With the world's most precious load.
Well, the school bus moved on down the crooked road
·;
Until a wrecker moved out in its way;
The bus then collided and the children screaned:
As the school bus began to sway.
Then down the river the school bus rolled
And into the water it dived
Twenty-six children were drowned that day
While sixteen others survived.
The news then was taken to the mothers and dads
And thousands of teardrops were shed;
Then with a prayer that survivors were one of their own,
Down to the river the river they fled.
!leads were bowed down and .tears fell like rain
As the muddy, old river rolled on;
A young mother prayed n.s she accepted the truth'
All three of her children were gone.
Well, the tracredy happuned and the world said a :prayer,
For they knew that those children would be
'
On the road shorter and straighter by far
Than Highway 23.
2

The Floyd County Times, 20 March 1958, section 2 1 p. 3.

•''

•
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I

I

(Mrs. Leo) Roth of !vest Liberty, Ohio, wrote a: letter
. II·
.
to the Disaster Conunittee in which she included a copy ~f· t)le
Ilva

poem below.3

'

She requested that each family be given a·copy of
1•

her poem and that the numbers referring to victims and f!Urvivors
! .

be corrected in that she did not have access to the correct fig'

ures at the time of her writing the letter.

!

She wrote·that her

reason for wanting each family to have a copy is that when she
was younger, a train had hit a sleigh near her former home and
had killed ten people.

A poem was written

(presumably by a local

bard) about the disaster, the families were given copies of the
poem, and they were " ... so glad for it."
A Group of Happy Children
A group of happy children
Eagerly going to school
Laughing and joking and having fun.
As only a group in a school bus would rule.
Thirty-three children eager to know,
But a savior so kind came to take them to heavens shore.
Just twelve of the children can go on,
And learn what the world has in store.
A driver with great responsibility,
Has not lived to tell,
For God took his responsibility,
And made it His own.
When suddenly something happened.
No one on earth can know why.
To claim twenty-one children and driver.
And ushered them to that home in the sky._

i

i

I

3 rlva Roth, Letter to the Prestonsburg Disaster committee,
27 March 1958, untitled collection of letters to the Pr.kstonsburg Disaster Committee, vol. 2, Floyd County Public Lib:i;ary,
Prestonsburg, Kentucky.

•
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Dear God, I pray comfort those who are left.
And in there agony find in Thee sweet rest.
And those who have gone on before,
Give them peace on the other shore.
May no soul be so unkind,
As to try to place the blame.
As that wouldn't brin<J back the kin.
And would only put them to shame.
May each have the Grace to accept God.
'l'his tragedy without God's help they never can.:
And help them to feel He must have a special place.
For twenty-one children and a driver at His rigl;lt, hand,.
Yes, to meet their maker and God.
These twenty~one children and driver have gone ..
Again we pray, "Dear Lord, kindly hold the hand
Of those who are left to mourn.
Help them to grasp that faith secure,
So they can meet there loved ones on the other shore.
Lord, give them strength to endure,
And strive for that home where they can be togather for
ever more.
I

I belive, Dear God, in that special place
Reserved for those over on heavens shore,
Families will be rejoined togather for a reunion.
Never to part any more."
The Angles will bow their heads for joy.
And take the ones left aside
And talk over with them the why,
Yes, we'll understand it better by and by.
lvhile attending the Kentucky Highlands Folk Festival near
Prestonsburg in September, 1979, I met Mrs. Kathryn Fra~ier,
the director of the festival.

By coincidence, Mrs. Frazier
;

mentioned that she had just read a poem in a scrapbook J;ielong,ing

'

to Mrs. Docia l~oods.
disaster.

'l'he poem was on the subject of thEk bus
! . '
I inunediately sought out Mrs. Woods, 'who let,me r.ead

through her collection.

In her scrapbook were two complete and

two fragmenta'ry narrative poems about the disaster.

.I .

. Sh~ told
me
__ ,.

'

'

•

,•'

''
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that the poems as she had them were given to her as part(of· a
'

le

class assignment years "'1efore when she had taught F:nglish a.t.
1

Eastern Kentucky State College (now P.astern Ke.ntw;:ky

' .

Uni+e~sity)
f

'

'·

'l'he poems came as part of a larqer project written by one of
her students, Brenda Sue Scalf.

Miss Scalf is the dauqhj:er of·

the deceased Henry (Buck) Scalf, who was the reporter fo~ the
Floyd County Times who received a meritorious service award for
his writing about the bus disaster.

Miss Scalf had turned in

to Mrs. Moods part of a scrapbook collection that her father ha.a
made for her.
Mrs. Woods allowed me to read the poems and the fragments
onto tape, and I later transcribed them as they appear below.
I phoned Scalf's widow, Mrs. Nora Scalf, explained the nature of
this study, and requested a meeting with her.

I told her I was

in hopes of finding other poems in the scrapbook collection Buck
had made for his daughter, Brenda Sue.

Mrs. Scalf enthusiastically

aqreed to an interview, and she said that she would gather together
what written material she coul<l find.

However, shortly before the

planned interview, she wrote me that such a meeting would not
be convenient and that the family had decided to publish original
material Buck had written.

Further, no one would receive access

to any of Scalf's material until after publication undei her
daughter Brenda Sue's direction.

I wrote Mrs. Scalf ag~in to assure
I

her that I wanted none of Buck's work and that I was int!erested
'
I
only in the poems that had come to Buck much the same as other
1I
I included copies of all the material I
poems had come to me.

.

I

had recovered up until that time (May 15, 1980), but as lof this

•
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writing I have had no reply.

'

Perhaps I may have access to.the
'

'

'

scrapbook collection after the publication of Duck Rcalf's
•

original work,
The first bus disaster poem in the material preserved.by
Mrs. Woods is an anonymous narrative, which I include here w~th'
out further comment.
The Schoolbus !~reek
(my own county, Floyd County, Kentucky)
The little children left their homes so happy and gay
They hadn't qot far away
Till they left the bus to return no more
They are now living on the eternal shore.
Dear fathers and mothers are left to weep and moan
They ][now their children will never return back home
They are living with God in heaven on that beautiful shore
Fathers and mothers can prepare to meet them where parting will
be no more.
They can take them by the hand and live forever with·Jesus in
.
that happy land
Where sorrow nor death can't reach that happy place '
The little children left their home so dark and sad
They went to meet their Savior, the best friend they ever had.
We will meet Jesus and loved ones up there in heaven;.,We will
walk the streets of gold.
In that bright city where the sweet little children will never
·
'. · grow old
There is a bright mansion for all who'll obey Jesus and live in·
··
his way.
Jesus bids us come to his happy home on high
There will be
There will be
There will be
We will never

no
no
no
no

more
more
more
more

school bus wrecks nigh
•
sufferinq; we will nevermore die·
school bus wrecks in 'heaven
-'
•
say goodbye.
!'

Also from Mrs. Woods' s copy of Brenda Sue Scalf' s n)at_e;rial'
gathered by her father is "Deenest Regret,''
Virginia Dates of Melvin, Kentucky.

a short

I

.

na~~~tiv~

.

i'

Preceding the poem :is the

!
i

I

",

by

•
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comment that the clisast:er " ... brought an effusion of this kind
of versification .... ''
Deepest Regret
by Virginia Bates
The t'.1enty-eiqh ty of February
Nearing eight o'clock
The earth was shook
With a might shock.
'Twas the schoolbus tragedy
We will never know the answer
Hhich plunged into the river
Just above Lancer,
A high plunge into the river
Just out of town
lvhere twenty-six children
And a bus driver were drowned.
No doubt they struggled
Their lives to save
But the huge yellow coadh
\'lent to a watery grave.
Mrs. Woods's material also contains an untitled fragment of
a narrative.by Wallace J. Johnson, Sr., of Williamson,· West Virginia.
Preceding the single stanza is the comment that this fragment is
from " ... a 12 stanza ballad poem-- [the

here.

J first

[stanza is] given

11

"In
One
The
And

nineteen hundred fifty-eight
February morn ing?
sun withheld its ardent rays
God withheld his warning."

j_

In addition to the two narrative poems and the narrative
fragment, Mrs •. Woods's material also contains the openil}g of a·

l .,

'

narrative poem written by Clara Chassell Cooper of Berea,·Kt;:ntucky.

'

I

'

With the help of Ike and Kathy Vanderpool (see interviet la~~r

i
J;

"'

'•,

•
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in this study), I located Mrs. Cooper's complet.e ·poell)

e~title<;l
'·

. "Dirge For Kentucky School Children" an<l a second poem--:a 'lyric'-by !1rs. Cooper:

11

Levisa Lament.

11

·,·'

Clara Chassell Cooper is Professor Emeritus of Psychology"
.

at Berea College in Berea, Kentucky.

:'

~

'

In 1973 she Rrint~d p~i~

vately her collected poems, Recorded Insights:
for Tomorrow.

:

Poems of Yesterday

Among her poems are two on the subject of the Floyd·

County bus disaster.
Dirge For Kentucky School Children 4
by Clara Chassell Cooper
When morning dawned that February <lay
No portent marked the bleak Kentucky sky,
No falling star, no lurid g.Leam, to say,
"Ere school bells rin<J, some twenty children die!"
The chores were done, the breakfast served, one eye
Clockways, 'the books and wraps assembled; J;:hen
They waited for the school bus to come by-Floyd County's little women, little men.
At length the school bus loomed within their ken;
The driver stopped, a gay good morning said-Thus soon was gathered from each glade and glen
That morning's cheerful cargo of the dead.
A narrow road, a steep descent; ahead,
Around a curve, a sudden barrier loomed;
l\. swift impact; the bus careened, and sped
flown toward the swollen current with the doomed!
Though some escaped, lho rest were trapped, entombed
In an untimely, unsouql1t, watery grave,
'rheir hopes and aspirations all consumedBeneath Levisa's surging, treacherous wave.
dazed community, bereft, forlorn,
\·Jeeps, while Kentucky and the na ti.on mourn.

l\.

llarch, 1958
4 c1ara Chassell Cooper, Recorded Insights •..
Clara Chassell Cooner, 1~73), p. 90.

I
I
I

(Bere<:i', Kentucky:

I

•

..

. ·,
·' J

::

I

I·

qB

.. ,.

'

'.•

..

Levisa Laments
·'

l1y Clara Chaasell Cooper
0 Levisa, sullen river,
Yield the bodies of our dead:
!leaven forbid that they forever
Lie entombed in :d.ver bed:
Plyin<J daily o'er the surface
Men in boats row to anrl fro,
Searching, searchin9 with grim nurpose
For the lost in depths below.

,' ..

\·./omen left at home are wailing,
\.lorn with waiting, torn by grief,
Why the search so unavailing?
God, when wilt thou send relief?
"O dear childrc,n, what could hold you?
Nill you not return anon?
In our arms we would enfold you;
All too long you have been gone!
"Round about you played so gaily.,-Was it only ycstermorn?
Off to school you must go daily,
Though it leaves our hearts forlorn.":

.'

O Levisa, sullen river,
Yield the bodies of our dead!
Heaven forbid that they forever
Lie entombed in river bed!

'

r·

I

Whence will come surcease of sorrow,
O'er the valley li~gering sti.11?-Live today, forget tomorrow?
Move away from yonder hill?

.1

God of mercy, grant us power
To accept and do thy will;
Though the clouds of doubt may lower,
In our hearts new faith instill!

I
· 1.'

March 31, 1958

i·

i

i

I·

I

t·I

;•.,•

It is apparent that Mrs. Cooper's two poems .. are not folk
.,
poetry in that Mrs. Cooner is very much aware 6f'the literary br

I

written tradi ti.on of no1~try.

.

. I . .. .

Her approach is highly form~.l/.her

;

'·,!, ',:

. ·,

•
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.

'
,.'

'',• '
metrics r'egular and flawless

'

'·
'

(although occasioncilly 'strained);,

and her rhyme schemes intricate.

j

:· '

Further, her poetry gives evi-

l

•·:·

j

,'•

dcnce of other, more sophisticated characteristics of ml\ch'.high1

,.

'

'

I

; • ~ ..

·i .

'

)

·'.

art poetry (e.g., enjambed lines and matters of dic.tion) that;'."

',·

'

' 'l'

I

'

.

when combined with the earlier-mentioned features of he:i: poet~y·
and her tone, move her expressions out of the realm.of ~he folk.

'
In the two volumes of letters to the Prestonsburg Disaster
Committee, I found two more letters that made reference to enclosed
'
'

poems, but those enclosures were not part of the collection.

J..

In an advertisement I placed in both the Floyd County Times
and the Lexington Herald, I asked for any information about

0

•••

'

songs, song-ballads, or poems ... '' pertaining to the dis~ster.

Of

five replies, one individual offered research help, thr$e offered
to record their copies of the Stanley Brothers'

"No School Bus

in Heaven" if I would send them the tape, and one--Mr. Lacy

'
Blackburn--said that he had a poem written by hil!\self and that he
would be glad to discuss it.

'rhe replies came to Mrs. f:lary

Caudill, whose name and Martin, Kentucky, post office box I had
used in the advertisement.

Mrs. Caudill called Blackburn to tell

him of our interest, and I later called Blackburn and set a date

'
:

.

for an interview.

'

Lacy Blackburn of Drift, Kentucky, is a cordial man' who· has
'
lived in the same house since 1931. A miner until 1970·;·, he is
new retired, is still a strong UMWA man, and is proud of n~ver·
having to go more than eight miles in any direc.tion froLI .•.
ni:-ift
.

'·

to find work in the mines.
.

'

'

'

•
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·'

Over a three-day period during the week after the

I·
bus

':

wreck,

I .

l~kely,.

Blackburn wrote· a 44-line, iambic hexameter (or! more

;

'

I.

double trimeter), rhyming-couplet narrative poem about. tne disaster.'.
Blackburn has written several other poems, chiefly religious in'.
I

nature; however, he is particularly proud of his bus
poem.

'

di~a~ter

'

When I asked his permission to read it onto tape! he

refused, saying that he " ... wouldn't feel comfortable" letting me
I·

have a copy or letting me read it onto tape.

,

lie wrote the poem

" ... just to get it [the disaster] off my chest."

He also sa:i-d
'

that he had always had intended to revise it, but that he had·
never done so.
The poem, as I remember it, is clearly a folk product, and
its tone is one of genuine grief and concern for both the victims
and the survivors.

In that Mr. Blackburn appears to be, in !!'any

respects, a very private man who is fiercely proud (but:not boastful) of his work, I pursued getting a copy of his poem no further.
Perhaps some day he shall allow mo to have a copy.
Most of the poems (with the exception of Mrs. Cooper's two

.

'

poems, although they, too, follow much of the pattern) follow
the same pattern as the ba:J_lads.

'

'l'hey begin with the e.:rents of

i .

the disaste'r, they move on to express the grief felt by' parents
I

and others involved in the disaster, and they conclude on a
i

•

religious note, usually implying or actually stating tht1f·. the
victims, their friends, and their families shall one day be· re-·
united in the presence of God.

Such is the poetic
resplnse
.
I •
I . ,

(whether in narrative poem or ballad) of the folk to a disaster·

-

I

j::hilt touched not only a single community, but also. a natiori.

i "

'.

•
IV. !clements of Folklore and the School Bus Disaster
'
'

I

'

Graham Burchett and James Beta Goble were intimat¢ly in·1
• !

valved with the disaster from the beginning and continµe to
remain active with the Floyd County Emergency & Rescue' Squad,
the organization that grew directly out of the Prestonsburg
Schoolchildren Recovery Committee.

Burchett, who was the dir-

ector of civilian recovery efforts for the Committee, find Goble,
who was the Committee's treasurer, were on the river from shortly
after the accident on February 20, 1950, until the last child's
body was recovered on May 10, 1950, 71 days after the accident.
Burchett was •: .• related to half the children on the bus."

Goble

and his wife, Virginia, lost two sons and a daughter in the.
disaster.

Mrs. Mary Griffie Caudill, whom I later interviewed
I

'

about her memories of the disaster (see interview later in this
study), contacted Burchett and Goble on my behalf, and she arranged
the initial interview with them.

We met on June 10, 1979, in

the Prestonsburg Rescue Squad building.

The men were open,

They chose not
'
to have the interview recorded on tape because they fe+t they

friendly, and interested in the proposed study.

could speak more easily without the imposition of the machine.
'l'hey spoke for nearly two hours about the accident and its aftermath, and they confirmed generally all that I had reaq about the
disaster.

They gave a firsthand report of the

•

I

~xperience

I had

read and heard about only secondhand.
'

In addition to confirming generally the accuracy;of the re-

'

I

portage of the disaster, they looked over the poems and ballads
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I

I l1a<l recovered up un ti 1 that time, and they pointed out
both'
,
I

accuracies and inaccuracies in the ''ballad truth.''
seen copies of the ballads or poems before.

J

The~

'
!

had·
not
'
.
.

'

Goble.ment~oned

that

'

I

perhaps he had heard one ballad sometime in the past,.
could not remember which one.

b~t

he

' they
noth men stated tha·t since
'

had almost literally lived on the river for over two mo~tqs,
they would not have been likely to hear any of the recorded bal'

lads even if they had been played by local radio statio~s., Goble
stated and Burchett concurred that the ballads, if taken as a
whole, present a fairly accurate picture of what actually happened.
Naturally the men were curious about my interest in the dis'

aster.

Apparently over the years various individuals would have

liked to exploit the disaster for personal gain, or at
no good purpose.

~ea~t

for

Burchett recalled that so thick were the curi-

ousity seekers and the souvenir hunters after the

'

accid~nt,

he ordered pus lt27 cut up with torches and bulldozed unqer the
ground.

No Ployd
County school bus has borne that number
since.
.
;
.

.

One reason that neither a marker nor a memorial arch has' been
'

placed at the site of the accident is the concern that dne ~ay,
or another commercial enterprise might have entered the.picture.
After I explained that my interest lay chiefly in the

b~llads

and

their relationship to the historic event, they agreed to provide
what help they could.

,.r
'
.1

During that interview and during a subsequent meeting held'
I

I

on August 13, 1980, Burchett and Goble discussed freelylmany

I,

.

event" in nonjunntion with the <lioa"ter that wore not rr~rted

'·'

'

••

:.
;.\ :(\\
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'

by the media at that time or since.

'

;

Of particular interest
'' .. to.·
·.
I .

folklorists and to students of folklore are various prac1t1ce;9

.

'

or methods employed in a.ttempting to find the missi,rig vibtims '.·
bodies.

Burchett emphasized the Cammi ttee' s willingness to have
\. ..

gone along with any suggestion made by the victims' parents or·
next of kin that aimed at recovering the bodies, regardless of
the Cammi ttee members' personal feelings about any sugge'sted
plan's effecicy.

In Burchett's words,

"Anything anyone. suggested,
\

we tried."
Apparently someone told several parents of victims about
"a man from St. Louis" who had a reputation for success in divining drowning victims.

The parents met with Burchett and Goble,

who, in turn, prevailed upon Floyd County Judge Henry Stumbo
to call the diviner in St. Louis.

The Recovery Committee paid

over $700.00 in travel and living expenses for approximately
ten days of the diviner's aid.
His divining device consisted of
I
joined brass rods connected by wires to flashlight batteries
carried in a pouch at his waist.

Burchett and Goble reported

that the diviner also used human hair--his own--somehow in
method.

hi~

The diviner found no bodies during the ten-or-s.o days

he worked, and Burchett suggested that he leave before raising
the impatience and anger of local people.

The.diviner took
'

Bucchett's suggestion to heart.
i
Other diviners or water-witches tried their skill and failed;

and, according to Burchett and Goble, several of them

m~de

use
'
of human hair, toenails, or both in their attempts to lqcate the
' I

victims' bodies.

i

.

Such attempts at the location fall.broadly under

...
. '•.:
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Stith 'Phompson' s Motif D 1816. 4 .1, location of drowned :person, .
''I
. . r. .
detected by magic.
It is interesting that several of these individuais
.. mad~
use of human hair and nail parings with their divining ,idevic~s.
Such use seems to be a variation of the principle of contageous
I
'
magic

(magic of touch), which holds that items or objeqts at on_e

time connected or in contact with each other maintain

"

'

c\

sym-:

'

pa the tic bond even after they are physically separated.:

'J'o

fulfill the requirements of contageous magic, the hair and nail
parings would need to have been from the victims, and then these
"parts" presµmably would have aided in seeking the rest of the
body to which at one time thev had been physically joined and
with which they remained in sympathy.

In the instance'of the bus

disaster, however, hair and nail parings belonging to the victims
were unavailable, so others' hair and parings were employed.
Whether the source of the hair and the parings was of any importance to the diviners at the disaster site is unknown.

Perhaps

these instances of practice are variations of the prin~iple of
.

!

contageous magic, or perhaps they are merely a watering-down
of older, more primitive practices.
In a letter dated April 7, 1958, a Captain James I. Hollon
of Hazel Green, Kentucky, wrote to Burt Spurlock of the .Prestonsburg Disaster Committee stating that although he ht;id offered
his help in locating the seven missing bodies some two, and one'

half weeks before, people had taken him for a crackpot~ and he
" ... had become rather peeved and took the bus back homk."

!

How-

ever, he wrote, he had returned on the Saturday before; the letter's

I

:':

•

I'
.I
I

6~

f,
'

writing and had been allowed to use his method.in atteriipting to
'

find the bodies.

Following is an extended quote from

letter: 1

.

~ol 0l~~i:s.

·1

I

'

.. L \

'

'-

·

I

... They immediately took me down to their. boat.! land;Lng
and had a motor boat ready to take me up the river to the
scene of the tragedy. They took every precaution ·tp, pr'o·;- ..
tect me as they were informed that I was aged .and father ·
infirm and as soon as we started I took out my insfi;~ll\ent
and behold it picked up one of the bodies right by'; us. ·r
counted up the seven bodies almost together and.not many
yards from their boat landing and directly behind the.
Municipal Bldg. all close together and I suppose in the
very place where nobody suspected they would be ..• ,
-~
... [r] work with an instrument of my own making and-I·
am pretty sure that I know a scientific fact that I think
has not come to any scientist anywhere yet and I hope "nevE;!r
will because it would disrupt the business of the world
·
by concentrating the assets of the world in the hands o'f those
who have the money with which to buy the property now.
I call the science "macrnutic affinity." . The old "peach
tree" switch [is of] some merit but the user don't know why
but I do.
·
.. ·
As we went up the river I spotted and counted ·the seven
bodies and we came back to the boat landing I had the men ·
get seven stakes ,md I walked up the shore as close to the
water as I dared and had the men drive a stake oposite·[sic]
1
each body.
·
On Sunday morning I went down to the boat landing and lo!
the river met me coming up the bank.
It rained very hard
during the night and fr] d.Ld know it.
I was so tired that
I went to sleep and the thunder could not wake me up.
I suppose that they will be working at the search as
soon as the river and the weather permit.
I don't, think
they should disturb anything without my being ther'i' because if they disturb one body in that sand it mig~t cause
others to be released and <Jet away and have to be ~unted again.
I am writing you this letter to inform you what I have
done and in the event the bodies are recovered at the place
staked out by me that I would be entitled to the rewards
offered for their finding.
Captain Hollon concludes that if his services should be ;needed
I

aqain, the ''fund'' should pay his expenses in that he

hi~self

'

could

I

not afford much and had already spent $40.00 in his effdrts.

1·

l

.

i

Capt. James I. Ilollon, Letter to Mr. Burl Spurloc~, 5 April
1958, untitled collection of letters to the Prestonsbur~ Disaster
Committee, vol. 2, Floyd County Public Library, Prestonsburg,
KY.
I
.
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As Burchett and Goble remember th<;! device that allowed
')
I

Hollon to make use of his principle of "magnetic affinity,'!
. .
it was a sort of plumb-bob connected to a brass rod.

. '·"

'
To the. ·

,.__

bob were connected a battery or batteries and earphones through
...
which a ticking was heard as the device located· a body•

Al.- ·

..!

though Hollon claims in his letter that he and

'·•

~is devtc~

located seven victims, none were found where Hollon in~icated
they were.

Burchett and Goble said that what actually, helped

them most in locating victims was the rise and ·fall of the··'river
during the rains of March and April.

The motion caused several

bodies to be turned free from submerged trees.and brush.

The

recovery workers also induced that motion in the water by running heavy power boats in order to create
or jostle the bodies free.

larg~

wakes to float

At least three bodies were recpvered

in this manner.
Burchett and Goble had no faith in the attempts of the
diviners.

They believe that the diviners had come chiefly

fo~

the personal attention they would receive from people who .were
willing to try any means to recover their children's bpdi.es.

'

' $1009
Obviously some diviners sought only the reward money o;f
per body.

When I asked Burchett and Goble if they tho'ught
that
I
.

the diviner's actually believed they could locate· drownin<:j" victims
'

with their methods, they agreed that many of them probably did.
However, the endeavors of all the diviners came to nothing_.

'
I

.

Some parents took various articles of clothing b~],ongl~g

.

to their missing children and put them into. the water jiri hop~s

. j
I.

J

"

I

;A •

had

•
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I

that they would float to where their drowned owners were and
I

would sink to meet them.

!

Two suggestions for use of this.method
i

'

came in the form of letters to Burl Spurlock and the Prestonsburg'
Disaster Committee,

I include them here not so mµch fpr their

"
basic idea as for their detail, their tone, and the wr~ters'.

.,

'

apparent belief in the effectiveness of the practice. ~
President, First Nat. Bank, Prestonsburg
Dear Sir I know you will think it strange I am telling you
this but if you will try something my Mother told me many
years ago to find anyone that had drowned to put the last
piece of clothing [that the drowned person wore] such as
an under garment in the wa~er it would float until it came
to the body and would sink over the drowned person this may
sound foolish to you but please try it anyway.
have a boat
follow the garment.2
In reproducing the letters above and below, I have changed no
spelling, punctuation, capitalization, or point of grammar.
'

It

is interesting in the above letter that the writer is concerned
with her appearing foolish in the eyes of the reader.
Monday A.M. Just heard the news and so sorrow you have
not as yet found 7 of these Dear Children--Pleas try this I
have all ways heard of my grand Parents and Parents say if
you would take some of the last clothing the [indecipherable]
Pull of [off?] and Put it in the water where they went in
at these clothing would goe where thare Body was at and go
down and a few xears back that was done here a Height F,alls[?]
Ky a Bratche [?~ women drowned they looked for her' body
could not find it they took her last dress she had'.Cinde~
cipherableJ put it in the water where she went dowp at and
followed it it went down they found her Body hung in a tree
top so pleas try this maby you can find those Bodys of those
Dear children.3
Can anyone doubt the genuine concern and desire to help that.is
apparent in these letters?
. '

2E. Brown, Letter to Burl Spurlock, 15 March 19 5 8 !, ibid.

3R. M. D. ' Letter to Burl Spurlock, n • d • I ibid.

I
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•
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As in the case of the diviners who used human hai~ ~nd nail

i

parings (albeit not those of the victims) , the use of :Victims'·
clothing to locate their bodies involves contageous majgic, in·
l

this case magic of touch in a literal sense.

In both letters

above as well as in the memories of Burchett and Goble', the ·
clothing used had to belong to the victim.

In addition,
both
I
victim~s

letters insist that the recentness of the

haV.ing wqrn

the article of clothing is an important factor in the method':s
success.

Neither Burchett nor Goble is aware of floating

clothing's having helped locate any of the missing bodies.
Another recovery method practiced had to do with various
parts of the corn plant.

Burchett and Goble remember an instance

of someone's throwing a bundle of corn tops into the ...;ater with
the expectation that the bundle would go to where a bcidy was
submerged and swirl around as if in a whirlpool.

Two .letters

that came to Burt Spurlock and the Disaster Committee suggested
using corn in one way or another to locate the

bodies~

To Whom it Concerns:
Please notify the divers searching for those.last bodies to
use bundles of ''fodder'' made from the blades of cornstalks.
They will definitely locate dead bodies.4
The second letter suggests taking fifteen leaves from:corn,
stalks, making a wreath of them, and putting th·e wreath. into the
water where the bodies went in.

i
'

.

No further instructions are
.

'

included, nor are any particular results anticipated.: Curiously,
!

the letter concludes:

"It makes a pretty scene.·"

i

'

One of the most interesting methods employed in locating

I . . ..

4 Martha

c.

McMillan, Letter to the Prestonsburg.JDisaster
r
,
~
Committee, 3 March 1958, ibid.

!

..

•

'
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I

the victims involved the use of a sheep.
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One· individu.al sug-..
'

\

gested killing a sheep and letting it float to the mis1sing· bodies.
A second person insisted that the sheep had to be·drow'n~4 if .. the
method were to be effective.

i'

A volunteer drowned a sh'eep, .and
.

. ."

Graham Burchett tied a commode float to the sheep with _-a... Jength

..

of cord so that it could be followed if it submerged . . Sometime
later the sheep became lodged in a tree some distance downstream·,
and neighbors complained of the odor, real or

anticip~ted.

' .

chett asked for volunteers to disloclqe and bury the sheep."

BurOn

the way to retrieve the animal, the volunteers found the body of
one of the disaster victims.

Although the drowned sh~~p·ha~

nothing to do with locating the body, soml! people saw a

dal!s~-

and-effect relationship between the drowned sheep and the recovery
of the body, thereby allowing continued belief by some·.in the
efficacy of the method.
The insistance on the sheep's being drowned shows the principle of homeopathic magic, or magic of similarity, at work.
The apparent assumption is that there is a sympathetic: relationship based on drowning between the sheep and the v;ictims.
It is interesting

~1at

the first suggestion

of the sheep did not include drowning.

concernin~

the use

The link of drowning,

which clearly places the method within the realm of ho/lleopathic.
'

magic, is the same kind of link that is missing in the diviners'
I

use of human hair and nail parings in their method of ,locating
I

victims.

Had someone not insisted upon the sheep's no't simply
.

I

being killed, but drowned, the connection between the method and
homeopathic magic may have been entirely overlooked.

:

I'
:

·-

•
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Anotl1er motif of folklore I have encounterea. in combecti6n
I.
. .

l' h~ir.
insit~nc~ I

with the school bus disaster is the belief that people•
turned color as a result of the disaster.

The ;lrst

came across of this belief was reported to me by an.

''

inf~:~man;t

who mentioned some years ago that I should talk to .• Izaad'I' (Ike)
Vanderpool about the disaster.

Vanderpool, who survived ttie
I

disaster, was seated directly behind bus driver John oer;ossett
when bus #27 went into the river (see the intervie1t1 with.
Vanderpool later in this study).

The informant, who had known

Vanderpool for many years, told me in all honest belief--and
he later reiterated--that Ike's hair had turned totally gray
or white as a result of the harrowing experience (Motif
F 1041.7, hair turns gray from terror).

When I met Vana,erpoo1
I

in May, 1980, ' I was surprised to discover that his hair . 'was only
,

beginning to turn gray.
of Ike's hair.

Certainly my informant knew the! c;olor

Perhaps he also believed that after a period

of time hair thus transformed would return to its normal color-I cannot say.
The second instance I encountered of hair reputedl~ turning
I

gray came from Vanderpool.

After the taped portion of

~he

inter-

view, Ike mentioned that Mrs. Virginia Goble' s. hair turl'\ed ·gray
as a result of her and her husband James' having lost

a~l

three

of their children in the disaster (Motif F 1041.21, reactions
to
I
excessive grief).

When I mentioned to Ike that I had heard that

his hair had also turned gray as a result of the disastJr, he
laughed and said that he had used the phrase figurativeJy in
reference to Mrs. Goble, who, it seemed to Ike, did appJar to

•
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I

!.

age or to grow older more quickly after the disaster. !' I have
I

no doubt that Ike did speak figuratively in reference to'Mrs.
j•
I
.
Goble. What especially raises my interest and curiosity. about
the "hair turned gray or white" motif is the extent

to!~nich.
:
'

one person's figurative description becomes another person's
l

literal description, or the degree to which there is i'pte'rpl~y
between the figurative and the literal.

More guardedly, I wonder
1.

-

about the extent to which we may eventually take even our own
I

oft-repeated figurative speech literally.

Obviously tpis is

speculation for another study.
Other occurrences include an informant's telling me that
he had direct knowledge of a mother who told her children on the
morning of the disaster not to prepare to go to school·.

When

they asked her why not, she said that she didn't know-,but they
were not to go to school that day.

The children were trans-

ported to school daily on bus #27.

As a result of their mother's·

apparent premonition, they were not aboard the bus when it
plunged into the Sandy.
/

Also circulating in Floyd County orally is the

be~ief

that

:.
the Goble's fourth.child, a daughter born three or four,. years
after the disaster, is indeed a heaven-sent child.

'

I mentioned
'

I

the belief to James Goble during our second meeting, ahd he said
that he and his wife tended to believe it themselves.

! The·Gobles
I

wanted another child as quickly as possible after the loss cif
I
I
Goble
told
me
that
his
their three• children in the disaster.
wife suffered many miscarriages before the birth of tJeir second

I

·.· .

daughter and' that they had almost lost the latter by asphyxiation

,

·,·

I,

'

..

•

·.
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I

at birth.

Most happily she survived and is enrolled ais· a college
-1.

'

freshman at this writing.
The discussion of

w.

·.· ''

'

II ,
C. Burchett's ''Tragedy of School Bus

r

.

27 ... " earlier in this study included comment on the cbincidence
I

of the number '!:l_'s entering the oral tradition.

.'

Also I;i;eporte d'

to me with great certainty at least twice by students from Floyd
'

I

'

County was that the late Rod Berling had come to Prestonsburg
I

poking about in hopes of building the plot of a "Twilight Zone'.' ·
television episode on the coincidental repetition of

th~

number

27--the bus's number, the driver's age, and the number of victims.
In both instances of the report, Berling was prevailed upon to
leave before he found himself in trouble with the parents of
victims and others involved in the recovery effort.

Neithe+
I

Burchett nor Goble had ever heard the story, al though ,both knew
who Rod Berling was.

Perhaps such stories, although n'ot literally

true, are a means of expressing a more general feeling or
belief:

no group wishes to have its misfortune exploited for

profit--especially by an outsider.

I,
I

'

''

•
V.

Transcripts of t he Taped I n terviews
Fo llo wing a r e tra ns cr ipts o f taped inte rvi e ws with five
indi viduals who we r e i nvolv ed i n v a rying d e gr e es with the Floyd
County s chool bus di sas t e r.

Eac h of t he f ive trans c ripts has

bee n edi t e d only t o th e e xten t tha t ina ud i bl e a nd hopelessly
garbled p assages have bee n so i ndi c at e d or ha v e b e en recon str uc t e d in brac ke ts , p unc tua t io n to aid th e r e ad e r's clearer
und e r standing has bee n add e d as n eces sa ry , and paus e s and rapid
c ha nges in thought hav e bee n i ndi c ate d by triple periods (.

.)•

On ly in the i nte rvi e w with V. H. Ha rp has any material
b ee n edi t ed out of the tra n script.

Ma t e ri a l so r e moved has been

indicated by a trip l e s pace and peri ods wide ly s epar a ted across
th e page .

The ma t e r ia l left o ut , altho ugh o f intere s t to the

write r, ha s no bear i ng wha t soever o n the di s aster.
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I
.I
I first met Mary Griffie Caudill in early 1979. A:n· .'
article about my interest in collecting folklore had
in the Floyd County Times.

Mary wrote me a kind and

~.

.
I

I
.
app~ared .·
I
.:
e!"lcouraging.
!

•'·I

'

letter and called me at my campus office one afternoon . just' as
,,
I was trying to call her.

We finally met when she came to

··:

I

.

campus to work out a few details for a course she was taking ,,bY
correspondence.
Mary is in her mid-forties.

Poor health prevents her
'

I ••

teaching or otherwise working full-time away from home, so much
.~ol

of her energy over the past several years has been spent in

1

lec ting local folklore and ascertaining the facts behind loc al
legends.

Mary has been a student of folklorist Leonard Roberts
•I\

at Pikeville College, where she received her B.A.

She' has· taken
I

'

'

graduate work through Pikeville College and at Morehead State
; :;
University.
One of the first things I asked Mary was what she knew '
1

about the Dig Sandy disaster.

She told me that she remembered

a great deal in that her first year of teaching was irl" Floyd''
I

County in 1957-1958.

.... .

She invited me to visit her·
and' ,her, family
,
'!I

in Orkney, Kentucky, and she promised to introduce me' [to sev'~ral
individuals whom I, as a student of folklore, would enjoy m~eting.
'

I

My first visit to Orkney led to the following taP,ed interview with Mary.

I had arrived at about noon on Ju1y J,3,· 1979;
.I .

and after a full day of getting to know each other better and
Mary's guiding me through interviews with two
residents of Floyd County, the following
at about 11:00 p.m.

The

si~uation

elderl~ ·l ·life-1o"ng

interv~e.w

was relaxed.

took pl"ace
. ''

l·i

•
l
.I

.
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l

Taped interview--July 13, 1979--Mrs. Mary Griffie Caudill of
Orkney, Kentucky.
The Big Sandy School Bus Disaster

G. R. Dobler:

Mary Caudill:

.•. very well, of course you were teaching--let me·
see, where did you tell me you were teaching-:..right
down the road from here I guess in .a one-room
school house at that time.
!.
Yes, I suppose about two and one-half milesldown
there and another couple of miles off the main ·
highway up in a place that they call Neds Fork or'
Fra ziers Creek- -there's several forks up in· .there,
but there was three different one-room schools up :
in there and I had the middle one.
· .

GRD:

That was your first year of teaching.

MC:

That was my first year of teaching in '57 and '58 ..• and I
had grades one through six ... and the kids were advised
especially during the winter months to stay at home ~ecause
all of them walked to school, and some of them over two
·
miles. And even I couldn't drive closer than that on the
worst days. At that point in time it was the teacher or
the principal that made the decision not to have school.
It was not a county-wide thing like it is now.
I got to
school before the young man that always made. the fires ·
for us.

GRD:

He was one of your students, right?

MC:

He was a sixth grader, he was the little Keithly boy~ and
he was never late. He came in around 8:30 or maybe a
quarter of nine, and the first thing he said when heicame
in the door--he didn't apologize for being late or even
give and excuse for it--but considering the bleaknes~ of
the day and so forth, I wouldn't of asked him for one
anyway. As soon as he came in the door he said, "Mri:;.
Caudill, there has been a school bus wreck and they think
that there were several children drowned on it.'' And I
suppose that my first reaction to it was pretty much like
everybody else's reaction ... that it could happen to ~ome
body else, but not to me; or it could happen somewhere
else, but not here. And I did say to him "Did you khow
where it was?" But more as a force of habit' than anything
else because, well, accidents do happen, and kids do'
exaggerate; and when someone comes in and tells you
something like that, you want to believe it is an exaggeration
whether it is or not. He said this one happened in
Prestonsburg.

•• 1

•
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I

~'C:

:;o, sine,, l didn't lwvc all the kids there .that <lay !anywa~\
l took tl1e111 all out to the c:n and turned the car nildio o:n ..
That was all that 1vas on there- -every radio station [that: )tau
could pick up--a school bus had plunged into· the Uig Sar,<ly: .
.Liver just belo1v the Knotly llollow Bridge at Emma.· :·riw
··
number or cusual Lt ies at that po·int was unkno1vn, anc.J; ·they
:;tressed the point thut there were survivors.
They 'also.·
,;tressed the po.int that there 1vas a mother that h<iJ '.jyst ppt
:"out· children on.the bus, but f don't know th.at tlrn/l<idy.
i>as the 11:othcr of: the four,
I just know tlwt four children
i~ot on the Jast stop that the bus made.
·

CIW:

... that Ni.ls the Knotly llollow Bridge.

~IC:

... at the Knot~y llollow llridge.

Then supposedly a wrecker
uppeare<l out ot nowhere and the bus careened over the ·
embankment, and they hastened to point out the fact 'that
the river was s1vollen. That would pr.obably account. for a
higher death toll than would normally would· be expected . . :
Almost every radio announcer that we had at that time,·
·
particularly the man who serves as Floyd County clerk now,
C. Ollie Robinson, said that we don't like to think 'abo.ut·
casualities in such cases like this but we do have to be
realistic.
Very shortly thereafter, there was a cc,mmuniqu'e
that was read from ~fr. v. 0. Turner, 1vho 1vas. superin!tendent
o[ Floyd County Schools at that time and is currentl~y an
associate professor of education and economics at l'.i'.keville
College, asked tl1at all scl1ools dismiss a11d all bus drivers
return to their posts until further notice.
Then came the·
state police plea that if you don't have any business down
there, don't go, unless you could provide some help or some
assistance :in some viay.
We were down there, I suppo.se
before noon or around noon, because [ kno\V \VG made cakes
and some sandwiches and took down there.
Tl1e crowd increased.

GRD:

IVhat do remember about the size of that crowd, Mary?.
I read in the paper at that time there 1~ere hundreds' of
cars parked along 23 .in each direction.

~IC:

Y·1u could walk for two or three miles without much trouble,
esriecially on tl1e Sunday wl1e11 they 11ulled t11e bus out of the
river.
That was one horrifying experience.

GRD:

Were you do1vn there when they pulled the bus out?

t·IC:

..• but I did not go to the funeral home to view the bodies.
Because I like to tl1lnk 311yway that I am not that mo~bid.
I felt for the p;ircnts, al though 1 had no children olf my
o~m, but my reaction was that the kids that I was te aching
at tl1at 11art:iculur time were a part of me, and the1·efore
I
1
coulcl share the gri,;f that those parents must have had.
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MC:

At that point of t i111e r was not past questioning wh)j ..
luner:il that they had, eve,n
''
when they h;;Hl the c lose<l caskets and the pictures s~tt.,ing
on top of them.
I
·

Now, my mom went to every

.'

~

I

'.:

'.{,

I

l~Jrn:

1vould presume probably tlw t your mom knew many of ;the·
pa Tents.
l

~

'

:

,,

; ~ i

'
' !

'
'
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.

~IC:

She may have known the Gobles because he had fishing h11siness
dowu there--you know, I showe<l you where he lived--when after
yo11 1'asst1d his place of business which is fishing tackle and
bait and wl1at have you (since I don't fish, I don't know what
all you buy), but <1ny1vay, you could turn to the. right there
an<l go out that roiHl and turn around and come into Dewey
Lake another way. You could also buy picnic supplies there.
It is higl1ly probable that Mom and Dad may have known him
through tl1at. 811t now, ~!rs. Coble was a teacher in •this
county at that time. I think she taught at Prestonsburg.

G!rn:

Yes, I remember reading that Virginia Goble was a teacher.

~IC:

\·;ell now, that I wasn't absolutely sure of.

CHD:

I do remember reading that I

I

thi11k.

Was she

te~cl1ing

at

the time, incidently?
!·IC:

Yes.

CRll:

Oh, boy.

l·IC:

I don't know what happened to the child that had his arm
off. One of the little boys was one-armed.

CRll:

Yes, I can't remember whether it was John or James. I

HC:

That was the one that the father found last.

CRD:

That was James. That was his twelve-year old, whic]1.was, ,.
I think, tl1e second last cl1ild found. That was in ~ay, I
!1elieve, or pretty close to May.
'

HC:

lfo 11 now, you could figure it up exactly at one end..'.look ...
27th of Febr11ary or the 28th?

GH\l:

The 28th of February, and I believe the last child Jas. ~ound
on just about the tenth of May...there· is somethirig l~ke
71
I
day:; total ..
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MC:

Well now, Graham Burchett told me 64.,

GRD:

Well, I am sure that his records are accurate.

MC:

He said that they were on the water 64 days and nigh t!.s •.• ·

GRD:

Well, newspapers sometimes get a little bit confuse d on num

.

.i .·

'

b'

er~.

1

'
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MC:

... until the last child was brought out.

GRD:

Tell me, back on that Friday, Saturday, and Sunday down by the
river, was your impression that people were simply g4thering
out of curiosity, or were people actually there to help' and
falling all over each other to do what they could? D.o· you
have any remembrance of that sort of thing?

MC:

would say a little bit of both, since that sort of thing
is not common. I know that there is no parallel to the two.
When this county was integrated the same thing happened.
·
There was people here that could not in any way help the
situation. They could make it worse. Some of them prpbably
did.
I wasn't involved in that.

GRD:

From what I read about the state police and nationaliguard,
they really had their hands full just trying to keep 1 c~owds
from ...

MC:

They did. And there was quite a few people that were
inebriated and so on, and the bus driver was under heavy
criticism and him dead.
I sometimes think that the man
died on the bus on purpose because I get the feeling;that
if he had gotten off there that he would have never gotten
to the top of that bank, and it would not necessarily.)1ave
been the par en ts .
i

GRD:

Well, from all I have read it sounds as though he practically
froze at the wheel after hitting the left rear of that tow
truck--he just simply lost it.

MC:

But nobody could ever account for what the tow truck'was
doing there.

GRD:

He had pulled over to check out a pick-up truck that.was
pulled off ·to the side of the roa,d, and according to: eyewitnesses, the tow truck driver, Mr. Horn, did give hand
signals, the brake lights were present, but the brak~.
lights on the bus never went on, nor did it ever slow down·.

I

.

MC:

I

No, now I remember that, that it went in to a skid when it ' '
rounded that curve and then when it went down it mad~·· a
horrible sized-gulley.
..

{.

;
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Oh, l COlll<l \vell j1naginc that.
like 80 reet.
!IC:

II

•

I· :.

But now, I <lon't thin], that l wotll<I have any ·doubt ~jrnt many "'
of those children 1vould have survive<l had that J"i verI no.t
been swollen.
I ,

l -;'

»IC:

.

.

[ tl1l11k lt went down1· something
'

.

That was the impress.ion. 1 t is 1tsuully about tivo feet deep
now; it 1·1as, 1vhat di.d you say, between twenty and thirty
1
.
feet deep?
I'
~.to st of the time you could see the bot tom of it.
It was
clear then and .it isn't now. Even though it is do1V1) to its
normal size, it's not cle1tr any 1nore. Ki.ds waded along through
there in the SU!itmer time, waded in the san<l and carried on.
You could go d01vn there just about any hot day ·and see a
bu11cl1 of tl1em playing there.
[ don't know tl1at it was any of
them that was in the bus or anything like that, but apparently
there was some safety in the fact that there 1vas seldom an
adult seen i;ith them and the children were of all ages and,
too, that was before De1vey Lake becm11e such a popular resort
rlnce and I imagine a goo<l many <lf them, like myself, the
only place they had to play i C they wanted .to go ne')r ·the
water was the creek bank.
·
I

CIUl:

Well, from what I read things happened very, very quickly.
Mr. llorn, who had been driving the tow truck, ran dc;iwn,into
the water and I guess, with tho help of some child pushing'
inside, managed to get the emergency door opened, and he ·
said if the thing !1ad floated for another minute they would
l1ave gotten everybody out. Hut a11parently it sank yery, very
rapi<lly, and anythlng that could go wrong did.

MC:

Well, there was no actual litigutlon in that, I donlt think.
Out after your in11uiries about it and I went to wor~ing on
it for you;
<lon It know how many people I have talked to
about it, it has been quite a few), but several of them have
told me that the only avallabie records that were ever
docwaented were being used us o test case now for some
similar tragedy. My mind si11111ly won't let 1ae recal~ ...

er

I

C!Ul:

No, I <lon't lrnagine.

"lC:

... something else li.ke that, that 1vould be us close! as
Cincinnati 1vhere that many youngsters would be invo~ved.
The only thing I could thin1' o[ was that Supper Clup.

1~Rll:

tlrn t perhaps could be Lt, or maybe there was af single
i11cident involving u si11ple chi1d 1Vhich would not have
ma<lo the national headlines 'I u i to like the Prestonsburg
disaster did.
\Vel 1,
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HC:

I-

Ilut now 1 tric,\ to think, but now the people that ;told ,
mt· 1~here the reconls were saicl that they wen') ~n G:in'Ci'nn11ti
and they were beini~ used as a test case.
I was aiso ~told
that they would he ma<le available to anyone who wanted. "
t•) look at them.
I don't k.now 11here they are' in Cin:cinmiti,"
an<l that's a hir. place.
·
·,'

~IC:

~ ~~{.

\\!ell, :1s C said, r a111 interested primarily ill the' mtis.ic. ·
that caine out the situation, so T suppose it is not' .. '"
n0ccssary for me to !'.O stirring up bad memories bx'. poking
about :in the tnrnscript of the trial, or not the trial, '
but tlw i nter_ited indictment or whatever legal pr1c~dure,
c:imeoutof1t.
·
.. ., ··;
1
ll'e ll, ;,s Car a,; I know, it wns just- an offici;;il · i~quiry'.
Because they didn't affix the blame I don't think ion any.
one person but just a culmination of effects, likQ the·
tow, truck and the slick roads and the icy rain ancl ,.!;q on.
And then of course, lie fore they did the autopsy Olf the
h11s driver, they figured that he may have had a hcar.t attack,
b11t they determine,\ 1 atcr that he didn't.

GRD:

Yes, they certainly checked "very :mg le after the ;pus was
brought out.
I know they checked the brake lipings ,"and ,
they were in ~'ood condition, ancl the bus had bee_n jchecked
T believe two days before the acci,\ent.

HC:

Tt had been.

GRll:

So, it seems as you say that just a comhinatioi:i 0~·111any
un fortuna to things h:-ippened a 11 at the wronr: time,' that
1~as the result.
What do you remember about those·.1songs
being banned on the radio? You were telling me •bout'·
tl1at, too.
Of course l can't l!llite imagine anyon~ in
P1·estonsbur1~ wantJng to 11lay tl1em on the radio, but
apparently someone did.
·J

MC :

But, they dJ d.

GRD:

They dJd.

MC:

They did because I talked to Corman Collins tlrnt owns and
manages WllOC in Prestonsburg, and one o I' his DJ's. II And I
also talked with the young man, I don't know what his name
i!;, at \fl'll'J'.
But it is un closer to where the bus accident
was then. llOC ra,l.io is what l call it.
They both told me
that they ha<l copies of every song that came out.
But
tJ.ey were played once, or someone coming in not k~owing
11nuld play it, and before they had gotten the last child
out of the river, those songs were banned.
Th<' r~cords
wc·re destroyed.

I

GRll:

Tliat was both of the Stanley or shoul<l I say ... ?

